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And what zn fiuctuatzng appearance hovers 
Ye shall fiz by lastzng thoughts 

- Goethe 

ft zs thzs zt zs that 
It zs ezther, zt zs both 

and zt zs nezther 
- Veda 



Synopsis 

Depth sensing indentations are indentation experiments m whlch the load and the displace- 
ment of a hard Indenter are measured continuously The complete deformation hlstory of the 
materlal mdented is recorded as the load-displacement characteristics The projected area of 
the indent IS obtained from the depth of penetration, known as the geometry of the mdenter 
Thus hardness of the material is obtained mthout imagng the resulting impression This 
makes the depth sensing indentation ideal for determining the property of small volumes of 
mater~al as in nano-indentation Apart from the hardness, there is a wide range of other 
mater~al properties that can be obtained from the load-d~splacement characterist~cs The 
common thread running through t h ~ s  them IS depth senslng ~ndentat~on Chapter 2 deals 
with a mechan~cal model of elasto-plast~c indentat~on A parameter - strength of the Blister 
field, that characterises the stress field In an elastic-plastic indentat~on is obtamed ab znztzo 
Chapter 3 describes the design of a depth senslng mdenter capable of measurmg mater~al 
propert~es by indenting to a depth of nanometers Chapters 4, 5 and 6 address the problems 
encountered In ~ndentat~on when penetration depth is comparable to the surface roughness 

Bllster field model [Ill] gwes the stresses In an elast~c-plast~c ~ndentation as a sum of two 
elast~c fields, one due to a pomt load and another due to a stram nucleus - bl~ster Among 
the existmg models, the bl~ster field model pred~cts the surface strains closest to the values 
measured using straln gauges [37] However, the value of the strength of the bl~ster is not 
known ab znztzo Chapter 2 der~ves a method for finding thls value using energy conservat~on 
principles The mput energy IS obtamed from the load-displacement character~stxs of the 
indentation This energy is equated to the energy stored in the highly deformed core and the 
strain energy of the surrounding elast~c medium Solving the resulting equat~on the strength 
of the bl~ster field is obta~ned as a function of the mater~al propert~es and the geometrc of 
the indenter The theory IS verified by cont~nuous surface stram measurements in a depth 
sensing evper~ment 

A displacement controlled, depth sensing ~ndentation instrument IS des~gned, fabr~cated 
and tested The main innovation In this design IS the use of flexure hinges to measure forces 
4 svstem of four flexure hlnges, has been used to optim~se the conflicting requirements of 
the sens~ti~lty and the st~ffness of the force sensor A capacitor sensor w ~ t h  a resolut~on of 
0 67 nm IS used to measure the deflection of the sensor glvlng a force resolut~on of 3 p V 
The st~ffness is 62 pN/nm The ~nstrument uses a p~ezo-electric translator In a closed loop 
w ~ t h  a capac~tance sensor to a c h ~ e ~ e  a displacement resolution of 0 9 nm with a range of 
15 pm The ~nstrument is used to indent copper w ~ t h  a spherically t~pped  con~cal indenter 



The surfaces are rough down to atomic scale When the penetration depth is less than 
the aspenty slze, then an error is introduced in the hardness measured in depth sensing 
indentations Depending upon the local geometry, there is a scatter in the measured hardness 
values The nature of this error and the scatter is studled using expenmental and numer~cal 
techniques 

The rough surface can be thought of as made up of hemi-spherical asperities carrying 
smaller hemi-spherical asperities whlch in turn carry still smaller asperities The asperities 
with of radius comparable to the penetration depth will affect the hardness measurements 
while the other asperities are either too small or too large Thls effect of single spherical 
asperity on the hardness measurement in a depth sensing indentat~on is studied using a 
macroscopic experiment In this, a hemispherical specimen of copper is indented usmg 
a hardened steel ball The measured hardness is found to be an explict function of the 
indentat~on geometry and bulk hardness 

To study the scatter introduced, numerical studles were carried out simulating the inden- 
tation of a rough surface The rough surface is simulated usmg the Weierstrass-Mandelbrot 
fractal function The load coming onto the rigid conical indenter with spherical tip is ob- 
tained uslng the spherical cavlty model The scatter is found to decrease with lncreaslng 
penetration depth and, the variation In the material properties with deformation volume or 
penetrat~on depth has very little effect on the scatter 

A phenomenological model is proposed in chapter 6 to character~se the error introduced 
in hardness measurements on a rough surface Using t h ~ s  model, it is possible to correct tL, 
nano-mdentation data for the surface roughness effect 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Indentation experiments, with the aim of determlnlng the properties of materials are being 

carried out for the last 100 years From simple comparisons of relatwe hardness of different 
materials, these experiments have evolved today to  act as a mechan~cal mlcroprobe and 

attempts to determme mechan~cal propert~es a t  the level of single molecules From testing 

of metals, the relative ease and speed with which the indentation tests can be carr~ed out 

made it possible to extend the technique to test the propert~es of a varlet1 of materials like 

soil, rock organic monolayers, etc The scale a t  which these mdentations are carr~ed out 

varies from few meters to few nanometers Such a wide range in physxal scale and the 

materials makes it imposs~ble to have a single theory that can explain all the mechan~sms 
that underlie the responses obtamed in indentation 

Clever usage of the indentation technique has resulted in measurement of properties 

other than hardness from the indentations The fracture toughness of a brittle material 

can be obtained bv measurmg the length of the crack produced a t  the sharp edges of a 

Vicker s Imprint The microindentation techniques are used to find the case harden~ng depth 

properties of the inclusions In an alloy etc The list of properties that can be deconkoluted 

from the depth sensing indentation is increasmg day by day 
Depth sensmg indentation/cont~nuous indentation mark a quantum leap In the de- 

velopment of ~ndentatlon testlng, from the classical apply load and measure the resulting 

Impression tvpes Depth sensing experiments record the complete deformation histon of 

the indentation through the load-d~splacement characteristics By suitable Interpretation of 

these curzes karious properties ranging from Young's modulus to the strain rate behaviour 

can be obtained 
The el~mmation of the lim~tation of the resolution of the optical microscope in mea- 

surlng the lmprint In the depth sensing indentation paved the way to  stud\ the deformation 

characteristics of kerv small volume of materials In early 70's Gane [36] had demonstrated 

that the zield strength of metals like gold depends on the volume of the deformation the 
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strength increasing with the decreasing volume of material deformed It has also been ob- 
served that the hardness increases with the decreasing indent size The indentation size effect 

observed in the microindentation has remained inconclusrve due to  the inaccuracies in the 

measurement Pethica et a1 [82] were the first to show that the hardness of the materials 
do increase at  the lower deformation volume, using depth sensing indentation 

Many possible reasons have been put-forth for the observed variation in hardness from 

presence of oxide layers, to the reduced dislocation source size to purely statistical artifacts, 

apart from the actual Increase in strength Few experimental evidence [I] do suggest that 

the yreld strength of nanometer sized asperities approach the theoretical strength Howe~er, 

the exact nature of strength variation wrth the deformation remains inconclusire Apart 

from the instrumentation problem, the main reason for thrs seems to be the lack of proper 

modelling to interpret the data obtained from the experiments especially the indentation 

experiments, at  the submicron level 

Macroscopic materral behaviour is well modelled using continuum mechanics, hhile 

molecular dynamics simulations [51, 831 have started to throw llght on the atomic scale 

behaviour There ewst no definite method to model the mesoscoplc behaviour of the material 

where the continuum assumptions breakdown and the present day computing power, hmit 

the molecular dynamic simulations Though an hybrid of these two approaches have been 

attempted [49], the best bet seems to be stretching the continuum mechanics -71th su~table 

assumptions and modifications [33] For these attempts to succeed the main requirement is 

reliable and reproducible evperimental data on different systems Depth sensing indentation 

is evolving as a fast and reliable method of obtainmg the mesoscoplc material behaviour 

The deformation behaviour of very small volume materials needs to he understood 

clearlv to realize the dream of micro-machines Though rudimentary prototypes have been 

demonstrated it is yet to be put to practical use widely In order to cope up with the 

phenomenal groath rate in computational power, the access speed of the media storage 

devices has to be improved The severe contact problems encountered brings about a need 

for understanding the mechanical behaviour at nanometric level Depth sensing indentations 

seems to be the onlv wav through which the properties of material of deformation volume 

In the range of fev hundreds of nanometers can be determined 
Mechanical characterisation of thin films is another area where depth sensing indenra- 

tions are being applied extensively In order to measure the properties of the film nithour. 

anv substrate effect the depth of indent made should be approximately l / l o t h  tne t h~~hness  
of the film Slnce the thickness of the thin films is few microns, the depth to ii hicn the 
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indent has to be made is less than 100 nm 

In order to use the depth sensing indentation more effectively in the range of 10 nm - 
1000 nm, it is important to understand the mechanics of the indentation process I t  is 

also important to know the sources of errors involved in the depth sensing indentat~on and 

either eliminate them or account for them by suitably processing the data obtained The 

main aim of this thesis is to  study the depth sensing indentation process and some of the 

inevitable errors involved and use the mformation obtained to design a n  instrument capable 

of measuring deformation properties of the material by indenting t o  a depth of 10 nm - 
1000 nm 

1 1 Brief History of Indentation 

1 1 1 Early Exper~ments 

Indentation of soft materials by a hard indenter is carried out to compare the properties of 
different materials smce the beginning of this century Brinell [20, 1031 was first to carrz 

out indentation tests using hard spherical indenter The indenter is pressed under a fived 

normal load onto the smooth surface and left for 15 to 30 seconds to  reach equilibr~um The 

diameter of the resulting permanent deformation is measured to express the Brinell hardness 

number (BHN) as the ratlo of the load P to the curved area of indenter as, 

B H N  = 
2 P 

? i D 2  ( 1 - d m  
where D is the diameter of the spherical indenter and d is the diameter of the impression P 
s in Kgt and D d are m mm to get BHN in Kgt/mm2 BHU 1s not constant for a gnen 

material but depends on the load P and size of the mdenter D 
The spherical indenters were later replaced bt indenters of different geometrz such as 

cone [59] (Rock11 ell) square pyramid [91] (Vicker's), pvramid nith a parallelogram base [181 

(Knoop s) triangular pvramid (Berbovich) etc The advantage with these indenters is that 

hardness number is independent of the applied load as the indents a t  different load are 

geometricallv similar [97] Instead of measuring the impression the depth of penetration of 

a conical indenter is measured in Rockwell tests 

The propertz of the material that is measured bv these static indentation tests is termed 

as hardness and is defined as the resistance of the material to permanent deformation  TI 
Physicalh it is the mean pressure between the surface of the lndenter and the indentation 
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This mean pressure which is equal to the ratio of load to  the projected area is termed as 

Meyer's hardness [66] The (Meyer's) hardness has been related to several other properties 
and attributes such as the yield stress, the Young's modulus, the fracture toughness, the 

melting point, the resistivity, the magnetic properties, the wear res~stance and the position . 
in the periodic table [78] 

The other two methods by which the hardness can be determined are scratch hard- 

ness and dynamic hardness [97] In scratch hardness, the hardness is obtained from the 
widthldepth of the scratch resulting from pulling a hard stylus under a normal load In 
dynamic hardness measurements, an indenter is dropped onto the surface and the hardness 
is expressed in terms of the energy of impact and the size of the remaining indentation 

Tabor [97] was the first to give some physical reasonmg to the indentation measure- 

ments Empirically it was established that the indentation hardness (that is the pressure 
p, over a fully plastic indentation) for a fully work-hardened metals is approximately three 

times ~ t s  yield stress (Yo) 
p, = H -. 3Yo 

For materials nhich are not fully work-hardened, the hardness is equal to three timts the 

yield stress (k,) at some representative &rain 

The representatire stram E, depends on the geometrv of the indenter [27, 971 

E, N 0 2 d / D  f or spherzcal zndenters 
-- tan ,8 for conzcal zndenters 

where 3 is the iclination of the face of the cone to the surface 

1 1 2 Modelling Indentations 

The anah tlcal treatment of indentation of a material is a difficult problem Van1 models 

have been deceloped invoicing d~fferent degrees of idealisation and simplification The tno 

dimensional plane straln Indentation of a rig~d plastic material can be analysed using slip line 

method [26] 4\is\mmetric perfectly-plastic indentations has been analvsed for sphere 1461 

and for cone 16.11 bv slip line method 
The elasticit\ of the materials plays an important role In plast~c indentation process 

When the vield point is first exceeded, the plastic strains are of the same order of magnitude 

as the surroundmg elastic strains, as the plastic zone is contained b~ material n hich rcrndlns 



elastic On increasing the severity of indentation, the plastic zone expands and eventually 

breaks out to the free surface The material is then free to escape by plastic flow to  the sides 

of the indenter and the indentation can be analysed by the ripd-plastic approximation 

An exact analytical solution for the indentation of elastic-plastic material is very diffi- 

cult to obtain, though in principle, it should be possible to  calculate the  contact stresses [46] 
The simplest model developed by Marsh [64] and Johnson [45], assumes that the stress and 
displacements in an indentation is same as in an infinite elastic-perfectly plastic body con- 

taining a spherical cavity of size equal to  the projected contact radlus, of the indenter For 

an incompressible material a simple expression for the mean pressure is obtained for a conical 

indenter as [46] 

with Yo as the yield stress, E as the Young's modulus of the rnaterial and P the inclination of 

the cone face to the surface For a spherical indenter [46], the imposed strain is d / D  instead 

of tan0 Attempts [28] have been made either to improve upon this model, at the cost of 

simplicity or to propose altogether different models [14, 1111 nith other approximations 

Numericallv, finite element methods have been employed to analyse the elastic-plastic 

indentation by a cylinder 1311, sphere [41, 531, cone [9], rectangular pyramid [34] and tri- 

angular pyramid [71] More complicated rnaterial models such as stram hardening materi- 

als [9,38], strain rate sensitive materials [16], thin films on substrates [lo] have been analvsed 

The expression for the average pressure during indentation for an elasto-plastic, linear stram 

hardening material can be written as [115], 

The constants kl and the imposed strain term tan P depends on the geornetrv of the indenter 

1 0  3 1s the meld stress at  the plastic strain of 0 3 and Yo is the yield stress a t  zero plastic 

strain The values of kl and 0 are 0 297 and 22" for 1 icker s indenters and 0 245 and 24 7" 

for Berkot ich indenters [I151 

1 1 3 Micro and Nano Indentations 

In a contentional indentation evperlment carried out to measure the hardness of the materi- 
als the applied loads are of several kilogram force In micro indentation [22 691 the appl~ed 

load IS 1000 times smaller and the resulting impression size is of the order of microns This 

technique h a .  been used to stud1 the deformation properties of grain boundaries of a l l o~  



constituents, of particulate inclusions The interesting observat~on is that the hardness mea- 

sured in mlcro indentations is found to be dependent on the load applied and increases at  

lower loads Various explanations have been provided ranging from pure statistical artifact 

due to error in measurements [I141 to the hmlted number of dislocations m the small vol- 

umes being deformed [22] Different physicochemical mechanisms that  could produce this 

indentation slze effects has been reviewed by Sargent [87] 

If the load applled to the indenter is decreased below the load used m mlcro mdentation, 

the slze of the indent becomes smaller than that can be resolved uslng optlcal microscopes 

Such indentation experiments are called nano indentatlon and the hardness measured as 
nano hardness Many techniques have been used to get the projected area of indent which 
can be broadly classified into two categories 

1 Imaging method and 

2 Depth sensing method 

In Imaging method, the Indent is "viewed" using techniques other than optical such as  

scanning electron microscope [6] or atomlc force microscopes [Ill which has atomic resolution 

In depth sensing method, the penetratlon depth of the indenter into the material IS measured 

and the projected area is deduced from the known geometr~ of the Indenter [82] The 

continuous recording of the penetratlon depth as the function of the applied load In thls 

method can be used to determine material properties other than hardness 

From the simple application to compare the relative 'hardness' of the materials the 

indentatlon experiments have now evolved to determine a plethora of mechanical properties 

of the material bv suitablt Interpreting the measured load-displacement curve The appear- 

ance of this characteristic curve can serve as a mechanical "finger print" of the material 

response [79] 

Depth Sensing Indentations 

1 2 1 Load us D~splacement 

Depth sensing indentations involve continuous measurement of load supported b\ the mate- 

rial and the displacement of the indenter as the Indenter penetrates the material 5. tlpical 

load us displacement curve resultmg from such an experiment may be seen In figure 1 1 The 

indenter establishes the contact with the materlal at  4 and the load increases along 4B the 
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loading curve, as the indenter penetrates the material BC is the unloading curve If the 

material is perfectly elastic and has no hysterisis, then AB and BC wlll be identical AC 
gives a measure of permanent deformation, if the material is not elastic 

Penetrat~on depth, h 

Flgure 1 1 Tvpical Load - Displacement curve 

The area ABB' gives the total work done on the material the area CBB' represents 

the amount of energy that has been recovered elast~cally and the area 4BC gives the enerp 

that has been used to create the permanent impression For a perfectly plastic mater~al there 

is \ e n  l~tt le elastic recovery hence area BB'C + 0, while for a perfectlv elastic material 

area ABC + 0 

The theoretical determination of the relation between P and h for elasto-plastic ma- 

terials is a difficult problem Finite elements methods have been used to solve this prob- 

lem [9 10 38 711 These results show that the loading curve is quadratic i e 

P = k,, h2 (1 3) 

for indenters hich g n e  rise to geometrically similar indents like cone, Vicker s and BerLo~ ~ c h  

For a spherical indenter the relat~on IS linear More generall~ the relation bttneen P and h 
# 



can be written in power law form [go] as 

A simple relation between k, of equation 1 3  and the material properties, Young's mod- 

ulus (E), Poisson ratio (v) and Yield strength (Y) can be obtained by assuming that the 

elastic and plastic behaviour of the material can be dissociated [56], 1 e 

where kp is a function of yield strength Y or hardness H, ke LS a function of E, v and the 

indenter angle (0) The equations 1 5 can be thought of as that of two springs one elastic and 

the other plastic The total penetration is sum of elast~c (he) and plastic (h,) contributions 

(1 e the springs are In series) 

h = he + h, 

substituting from equation 1 5 

kp can be obtained from the hardness definition For Vicker's hardness, 

k, can be obtained from the relatlon between P and he In the case of a nonadhesi~e rigid 

cvlindricai flat punch normally loaded on the plane surface of a smooth elastic bod\ [93, 

where a IS the radius of contact area (inset of figure 1 1) and is the same as the one glren 

bv plastic penetration For Vicker s indentation 



where D is the diagonal of the impression and can be obtained from the definition of hardness 

from equations 1 8, 1 9 and 1 10, 

hence, 

substituting equations 1 7 and 1 11 in equation 1 6, k, can be obtained as a functlon of 

material properties 

During unloading, if the material is rigld plastic, then the penetration remains the 

same as that a t  maximum load The unloading path will be AB' in figure 1 1 However 

if the material is elasto-plastic then the part of the displacement is recovered elastical1.c 

(AC) There are two components in this elastic recovery One corresponds to the recoven 
of the elastic deformation of the half-space and the other is due to the recovery ~ ~ i t h i n  the 

indent During initial stages of unloading, the recoverv of the half-space is much more than 

the reco.cery of the impression Hence during initial unloading stages the load-displacement 

characteristics can be approximated to that of an elastic flat punch which has a base area 

equal to the projected area of the indentation The relation is h e a r  and is given b\ 

for Vicker s indentation this equation can be used to determine the Young's modulus as 

1 2 2 Hardness from Depth Senslng Indentations 

Hardness is calculated as the load divlded by the projected area of the permanent indent In 

depth sensing indentat~on experiments the projected area is obtained from the penetration 

depth of the indenter, knomn the geometry of the indenter There are three different depths 

that can be used to obtain the projected area for a given load Thev are 

1 the maximum penetration h,,, (figure 1 1) 



2 the plastic depth h, and 

3 the depth hi obtained as the intersection of the tangent (BC') t o  the unloading curre 

at P,,, and the X-axls 

For a material that  exhlblts only a small amount of elastlc recovery and thus approu- 

irnates the rigid-plastic model, the depth for estimating the projected area can be taken 

as the depth a t  the highest load polnt (h,,) However many materials show considerable 

amount of elastic recovery and h,,, would underestimate the hardness It has been shonn 

uslng fin~te element calculations [9] that using the depth hb pves a better estimation of the 

hardness Since the equatlon of h e  BC' depends only on the elastic properties E, v of the 

material and IS independent of the geometry of the indenter, the area of the indent a t  an\ 

polnt along the loading curve can be obtained using equation 1 12 and the area function of 

the indenter Thus from a single indentation euperiment, it is possible t o  ob ta~n  the hardness 

of the material as  the funct~on of the mdentation size 

The area function of the indenter, which glves the cross sectional area of the Indenter 

from the penetration depth can also be obtamed from the unloading curves This is important 

because the indenters are invariablv blunt to a rad~us of 100 to 1000 nm Equation 1 12 call 

be rewritten for an indenter of general geometry as 

with 4 as projected contact area and d p / d h  as the slope of the lnl t~al  unloading portion Since 

the Young s modulus of the material is Independent of the deformation this expression can 

be used to obtain 4 as function of hmaz, if % I h m a Z  is measured e~penmentallv for different 

penetrat~ons (h,,) 

Careful evperlments [82], sho~\ that the hardness of a variety of materials IS dependent 

on the size of the indent made when the penetrat~on depth 1s less than 1000 nrn Various 

reasons ranging from purelv statistical error [I141 to the decrease in the defect concentration 

In the deformed material [82] has been proposed It IS also observed that the scatter in the 

measured hardness value rncreases with the decreasing penetration depth Some possible 

mechan~sms for these effects are studled as a part of this thesis work 



1 3 Errors in Depth Sensing Indentations 

1 3 1 Contact Point 

The penetration depth, that is used to  calculate the projected area in depth sensing inden- 

tations in order to  arrlve at hardness 1s to be measured from the surface of the specimen 

As the indenter is moved towards the surface of the specimen, the load remans zero and the 

displacement which is usually measured with respect to  some machme reference increases 

In load controlled mstruments, the initial portion of the P - h curve will be linear with the 

slope corresponding to the stiffness of the indenter holdlng mechanisms Once the indenter 

comes in contact, the load starts to increase with penetratlon The exact contact point is 

lost in the scatter of the measured values due to instrument noise [I021 Even if the noise IS 

ideally not present, the error introduced will be of the order of the force and displacement 

resolution of the instrument 
If h, is the error in determining the contact point, then the measured hardness is 

where H is the actual hardness of the material and A(h) is the area function that gnes 

the projected area from the penetration depth h Approximatmg the blunt indenter to be 

spherical tipped 
h, H , , , o c l f  - 
h 

Thls is 1 er\ similar to the genuine trends in hardness variat~on with penetratlon 1821 

The error in the determination of contact point can be mlnim~sed b\ fittmg a suitable 

regressron curve to the initial data points of the P - h cune  and evtrapolating to zero 

load [65] 4 method based on statistical testing has been developed in this them for a 

displacement controlled machine (section 3 3 3) 
Increasing the resolution of the instrument is not gomg to solve the problem of contact 

point as the surface forces such as Vander Ualls, capillary, electrostatic adhesile etc n 111 

produce a sudden jump to contact when the separation between the sample and the indenter 
is few nanometers [24] Complicated instrumentation would be needed to o\rercome this 

difficult\ [43] 
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1 3 2 Indenter Tip Shape 

The tip of any real indenter is blunt on a nanometric scale, with the effective radius of 

order of tens of nanometers or more This results in an error in the area function A(h) 

as obtained from the Ideal geometry of the indenter There are several ways in which the 

actual area function for a given indenter could be obtained One technique is to make a 
series of known properties, calculate the contact areas from the size of indents measured bk 

direct imaging and determine the effective depth of penetration as the depth corresponding 

to an Ideally sharp indenter with the same projected contact area [30, 821 Another method 
uses equation 1 14 to determine the contact area from the measured compliance dpldh of a 

specimen with known Young's modulus (E) and fits a sultable polynomial A(h) to  the values 

A obtained from various depths h [77] A third approach utilises the fact that for an idealh 

sharp Indenter, the load is proportional to the square of the depth of the penetration A 
regression line is fitted to  the data obtained by testing a standard material and the correction 

values are calculated for small depths of penetration as the difference between the obserced 

and ideal values [7] Another alternative is to directly image the indenter using scanning 

electron microscope or otherwise and determine the geometry of the Indenter (section 3 4 2) 

1 3 3 Surface Roughness 

Except for the carefullv cleared surfaces of the single crystals, no surface is ideallv smooth 
Even the best polished specimens hale surface undulations with height from several nanome- 
ters to several tens of nanometers and with distances between the indiv~dual peaks at  tens 

of nanometers or more As a result of this, the Indenter, at the in~tial  stages of loading, 

touches only at a few points, and the effective contact area for a given penetration depth is 

less than the area as given by the area function The effect of surface roughness could be 

taken into account by introducing a correction to the measured penetration depths [I02 104) 

The influence of surface roughness on hardness measurements is studied In some detail In 
this thesis (Chapters 4, 5 and 6) B\ suitable post processing of the data lt is possible to 

eliminate the error introduced due to surface roughness alone 115, 183 

1 3 4  Pile Up 

In the case of soft ductile materials and in soft films on a hard stiff substrate the material 

surrounding the impression caused bv the penetrated indenter could pile up along the contact 
perimeter [27, 961 This results in a larger contact area than the area obtained from thr  



measured penetration depth Further if the material is strain rate sensitive, then the pile up 

would depend on the rate of loading The only way the pile up could be determined is bv 

imaging the impression suitably using atomic force microscopy or profilometer It is further 

complicated by the fact that some of the piling up could be occurring during the unloading 

stage 

1 3 5 Rate of Penetration 

Most of the indentation experiments are carried out either a t  constant loading rate or at  

constant rate of penetration The average strain rate during indentation can be written 

Thus the strain rate vary during an indentation experiment and is very high at smaller 

penetration depths If the yield stress of the material depends on the strain rate then 

this will introduce an error/variation in the hardness measured at  very small penetrations 

Further due to finite stiffness of the measuring system, there is bound to be a sudden impact 

when the indenter comes In contact with the specimen due to various surface forces This 

would introduce an error in the hardness measured at  the small penetrations The effect of 

rate of penetration on a strain rate sensitive material is studied using finite element methods 

bv Bobji and Biswas [16] 

1 3 6 Thermal Drift 

An\ change in temperature will produce a change in length of the structure supporting the 

indenter and the speclmen of the order of m/m°K The magnitude of this displacement 

could be comparable to the penetration of the indenter For evample if the dlstance betueen 

the reference polnt and the point where displacement is measured is about 10 mm then the 

thermal drift nil1 be about 100 nml°K The errors due to thermal drift can be great11 

minimised bv alloning sufficient time for the instrument to come in thermal equilibrium 

with the surroundings and carry~ng out the whole experiment as fast as possible such that 

the change in temperature during that period is very very small It is also possible to measure 

the thermal drift just before the experiment and/or just after the experiment and introduce 

proper correction in the data The other alternative is to enclose the whole Instrument in a 

temperature controlled chamber 



1 3 7 Noise 

The thermal fluctuations, mechanical vibrations and the electrical interference may cause a 

random fluctuations in the measured output It is next to impossible to  completely eliminate 

these random fluctuations, but is very easy to minimise most of them by proper design of 
the instrument and locating the ~nstrument away from the sources of these disturbances 

Smce these errors are random in nature, the best way to account for them is by 
repeating the experiments a number of times and taking the average Simple statistical 
procedures can be used to determine the confidence ~nterval for the measured quant~tles and 

-8 

to determine the number of tests required for a given degree of accuraq 

1 3 8 Compliance of the Measuring System 

The measuring svstem, ~ncluding the indenter, specimen holder, supportmg structure etc , 
ha\ e a finite stiffness and acts as a spring in series with the specimen I t  is possible to  measure 
the compliance directly and correct for it after acquiring the data It IS also possible to obtain 

the compliance of the system by plottlng dp/dh of the unloading curie for d~fferent may 

penetration depths h,,, against the reciprocal of the depth (llh,,,) The Y-intercept of 

the straight h e  fitted to this curve will give the compliance of the system [30] 

Scope of the Present Work 

1 4 1 Indentation Modelling 

Spher~cal cavitv model [45, 641 is the simplest and yet the most effective model for indentation 

of an elast~c-plastic half space by a hard indenter The mean pressure(p,) under the indenter 
obtained through this model (equat~on 1 1) in terms of material propernes like E v (4, 1 

matches well with e~perimental l~ observed balues [46], when the values of mean pressure 1s 

less than approximatclv three times 3 ield stress For the h~gher values of mean pressure the 

mdentation is full! plast~c and the dependence of p,  on Young s modulus can be ~gnored 

The main dlsadlantage of this model is that the stresses on the free surface do not reduce 
to zero 

Blister field model [ I l l ] ,  describes the stress field in the elastic hinterland of the In 

dentation In this model the stresses due to the elastic-plastic mdentation is equated to the 
sum of the stresses due to a point load and a stram nucleus - blister 4b znztzo derrrmma- 

tmn of the strength of the bl~ster field is homeler not been ahadable so far o n l ~  qualitati\.c 



descr~ptlon using arb~trary factors have been suggested It is shown in chapter 2 that  an 
estlmate of the strength of the blister can be obtained ab znztzo from the energy conservation 

arguments The input energy, obtamed from the load-displacement graph ABC (figure 1 1) 

1s equated to  the elastic strain energy and the energy of the core that  generates the blis- 

ter field Macroscop~c depth sensing experiments with the contmuous recordings of surface 

strains were carr~ed out on copper and alumina The theoretical estimates of the strength 

of the blister field is compared w ~ t h  those obtained from the rad~al  strain measurements 

1 4 2 Deslgn and Fabrlcatlon of a Nano Indenter 

A displacement controlled instrument capable of measuring the mechanical properties of 

mater~als by Indenting to  a depth of few tens of nanometer to  few hundreds of nanometers 
has been des~gned and fabricated The design lays emphasls mainly on characterlsing the 

various errors and correct the data after the experiment has been completed It uses a 

piezo electr~c translator for generating the displacements and uses capacitance sensors for 

measuring them The maxn ~nno~a t ion  in t h ~ s  design 1s the use of flevlble hinges as a 

force sensor This overcomes the disadvantages of using a cantilever (as in atomic force 

microscopes) - the inability to separate the geometry, the sensitivity and the stiffness of the 

sensor This force sensor uses a system of levers to magnlfy the displacement thus mcreasing 
the sensitivity without sacrificing the stiffness 

The flevlble hmges were fabricated out of the alumlnlum alloy AU4G1 (table 3 2) 

using wre  cut electro-discharge machmng The feed back from the fabricat~on has been 

used to improve the deslgn The final des~gn 1s a product of three such main ~nteractlons 

In chapter 3, the instrument design and the worklng prlnc~ple are evplamed in detall The 

capabi l~ t~  of the instrument has been demonstrated by lndentlng a copper specimen w ~ t h  a 

conical d~amond mdenter 

1 4 3 Rough Surface Indentation 

It 1s a nell known fact that surface roughness affects hardness measurements if the surface 

undulatlons are much smaller than the ~ndenta t~on  slze [97] For hardness measurements 

carrled out with a penetration depth which is comparable to  the slze of surface undulatlons 
the local geometrv of the rough surface w~l l  have appreciable effect on the measured hardness 

It is poss~ble to reduce roughness of the surfaces by pol~shlng but only to an extent determ~ned 

bv the processing parameters From a practical point of vien smce hardness measurement 
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is a fast and reliable method of determining the mechanical properties of a material, it is not 

desirable that the specimen preparation should take up a lot of time and should need high 

sophistication 
While characterising the thin films, the penetration depths to  which an indentation 

is to be carried out, is limited by the thickness of the film Depending upon the hardness 

of the film and the substrate, the penetration at  which the substrate starts to influence the 
measurement of the thin film hardness varies from 0 06 to 0 4 times the film thickness [32] 

The roughness of the film is approximately the same as that of the substrate The R, value 

for mirror finish is of the order of 0 1 micron Thus, in most of the mdentations carried out 

to measure the thin film properties on films with thickness less than 1 micron, the roughness 

of the surface is comparable to the penetration depth 
The effect of surface roughness on the hardness measured is studied experimental11 as 

well as numerically Rough surface can be thought of as made up of hemispherical asperities 

of gradually decreasing radn riding on the back of the previous larger asperity [3] Any real 

indenter is blunt and tip can be approximated to be spherical When such an indenter comes 

in contact with a rough surface, the Indentation can be modelled as a contact between tno 

spherical bodies, for smaller penetration depths Such single asperity contact is st~tdied in 

chapter 4, experimentally To Isolate the effect of surface geometry from other surface effects 
obser~ed at  micro and nanometric levels, the problem is zoomed up and the evperlments 
are carried out with a spherical indenter with a diameter of 23 rnm The hardness values as 

est~mated in a depth sensing indentation is found to depend strongly on the curvature of the 
asperities relative to the indenter and weakly on the location of the contact on the spherical 

surface 

4s the indenter penetration increases, the asperity in contact deforms plastic all^ and 

the neighbouring asperities come into contact and a multiple asperity contact is established 

The hardness measured depends on the local distribution of the asperities near the point 
of first contact This results in a scatter due to the measurements being made at different 

points on a rough surface Chapter 5 reports the detail of the numerical simulation carried 

out to quantif~ this scatter The rough surface is simulated us~ng Weierstrass-Vandelbrot 

function and the indentation is simulated using spherical caxitv model The scatter is found 

to Increase with the decreasing tip radius of the indenter and decrease with the cone angle 

for a gixen penetration It has been found that the scatter follows a power la\\ relation n ~ t h  
the nominal contact area 

Based on the a b o ~ e  studies, a model is proposed in chapter 6 to character~s~ rhe 
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variation of hardness with penetration of the rough surface The hardness measured at 
a particular penetration depth on a rough surface can be approximated to the hardness 

measured on a spherical asperity whose radius of curvature depends on the surface roughness 
and the penetration depth This radius varies from a very small value at the point of contact 
to infinity (1 e flat surface) for penetration much greater than the surface undulations The 
exact nature of this variation will depend on the nature of the surface roughness and the 
indenter geometry The first order model developed on these premises has been verified using 
numerical simulation for a Weierstrass-Mandelbrot fractal surface and a conical indenter with 

a spherical tip 



Strength of the Blister Field 

2 1 Introduction 

Unllke the conventional lndentatlon tests, which glves information only about the final read- 

ual state of the material, the depth sensmg Indentation records the response throughout the 

lndentatlon process Smce the permanent deformation resulting from the indentation 1s path 

dependent, the depth senslng ~nden ta t~on  can be effectively used In modelling the indenta- 

tlon behav~our of the materials This fact 1s used In thls chapter to determ~ne the strength 
of the blister field whlch decides the nature of the stresses in the elastic hmterland of the 

indent 

The configuration of an indent may be ldeallsed as one consist~ng of a core which 

envelopes the indent and a hinterland of half space outside the core The core consists of 

hghly deformed or compacted rnater~al The hinterland 1s bounded by the boundan of the 

core and a surface free of shear stresses and normal stress perpendicular to that surface 

Dur~ng the loading cycle of indentation, as the size of indent increases, the boundan of the 

core expands and the hinterland 1s stramed On unloadmg the hinterland does not full! 

recover as ~t is restricted bv the permanent11 displaced core boundan Thls gnes m e  to 

residual stresses and the elastic energy IS stored In the hmterland This residual strain energ! 

Increases as the core expands due to an increase in Indentation load 

The most  tell known model of elastlc plastlc lndentatlon the spherical c a t ~ t ~  model [-I5 
16 641 is an adaptation of Hill's [42] spherical cavitv solution Shape of the core In this case 
is a h a t  s hemispherical An application of hvdrostatlc pressure equal to the mdentatlon 

pressure in the core, strains the hinterland 4s the core expands due to Increasing inden- 

tatlon load, the stresses Increase In proport~on to In(r) and as l / r3  in the elastlc hinterldnd 
with r as the radius of a point In the hmterland In modelling mdentatlon Hlll's spherical 

c a ~ l t ~  1s dlametrlcally sllced to  generate planes boundlng two half spaces Thls l e a ~ e s  hoop 



stresses on the free surface of both the half spaces According to this model the core on 

unloading is constrained to shrink elastically as a hemisphere An attempt had been made 
by Chiang, Marshall and Evans [28] to eliminate the normal surface stresses of the spherical 
cavity model by superposing the stresses due to  Mindlin's [67] point force solution on Hill's 

stress field 
Ghosal and Biswas [37] have compared the surface radial strains predicted by the 

orlginal and the amended versions of the spherical cavity solution with those measured 

experimentally during mdentation of copper by a conical indenter The spherical cavity 
models were found to  over estimate the strains during loading and to predict incorrectly the 

nature of change in the strain during the unloading part of the cycle The experimental 
results showed that a point on the free surface displaces away from the indenter axis, on 
unloading Stillwell and Tabor [95] have also shown that for metals the recovery on unloading 

occurs principally in depth The FEM work of Yokouchi, Chou and Greenfield [112, 1131 

have shown that the displacement vector of a free surface element swings awav from the 
indentation axis on unloading 

An alternative approach would be to relax the constraint of spherical symmetry lrn- 
posed on displacement such that the corresponding normal stress on the free surface is zero 
The displacement field corresponding to the loading of a surface by two outward double forces 

in the surface plane and an inward double force of equal magnitude normal to it, satisfies 
t h ~ s  requ~rement The field is not spherically symmetric but axisymmetric, as a hemisphere 

on loading expands near the surface while it contracts in depth The corresponding stress 
field is proportional to  l/r3 In Love's [57] terminology this stress field is generated by a 
nucleus of strain situated on the free surface Yoffe [Ill] described it as a stress field gener- 
ated by a simllarlv situated blister or an inclusion If a strength B is now attr~buted to the 

strain nucleus or blister the stresses are proportional to B / r 3  AS these stresses are however 

h~ghly local in nature, Yoffe suggested superposing the stresses due to Boussinesq point-load 
solution (zc P/r2) on these to take care of the far field support of the load in the indentahon 
problem 

In the cylindrical coordmate system r, 0, 4 (figure 2 12), the stresses in the elastic 
half-space for the 

Q m  = 

Qee = 

blister field superposed on the Boussinesq solution are, 

P (1 - 2 v - 2 (2 - v) cos 6) 4 B (-2 + v + (5 - u) cos2 0) 
27rr2 

+ 
r3 

P ( 1 - 2 ~ ) ~ o s ~ e  . - 2 ~  ( 1 - 2 v ) ~ o s ~ e  



The corresponding displacements are, 

and the radial strain is 

Yoffe [Ill] has used this approach to correctly predict the types of crack initiated in the 

indentation of soda lime glass Mukhopadhyava and Biswas [70] and Ghosal and Biswas (371 

have demonstrated that using this approach it 1s possible to correctly predict the nature 

and variation of free surface radial strains generated during the indentation of alumina-cla~ 

composite and copper respectively 
Predicting the correct surface strains, is tery important in understanding and modellmg 

the indentation size effect observed in the nano-indentation Developments in nanofabrica- 

t ~ o n  techniques, has made it possible to measure surface strains a t  nanometric scale An arral 

of markers, either mounds of atoms made by electrical nanofabrication or indentations made 

bv mechanical nanofabrication can be made on the surface, with a pitch of about 50 nm 

The surface residual strains could be measured, by measuring the relatne displacements of 

these marhers using scanning probe microscopes [68] This would provide an independent 

means of confirming and characterising the high strength exhibited bv the materials n hen 

deformation volume is very small 

Cook and Pharr [29] and Tabor [98] hate commented on the effectiteness of the loffe s 

approach especiallv in modelling indentation of br~t t le  solids The approach clear11 has a 

great potential for modelling the indentation process Any extensive use of the method is 

howe\er restricted as has been pointed out bv Tabor [98] by the fact that the ~ a l u e  of the 

strength of the blister field B is not known ab znztzo 
The strength of the blister field may be estimated by considering the evtra ~o lume  

(displaced by indentation) maintained within the core [29,111] This proLides a sensiti\it\ of 

the strength of the blister field to material porositv and the applied strain For quantification 



Cook and Pharr [29] multiplies the extra volume by a cornpactability factor Yoffe [Ill] and 
Cook and Pharr [29] discuss the fracture mechanics of glasses and ceramics by quantifying 

B by thls method or by observing the continuity of the radial and shear stresses across 

the core boundary The volumetric method suffers from the uncertainty of asslgnlng the 
compactability factor Yoffe has discussed the difficulty of arriving a t  a slngle value of the 
strength of the blister field by the stress continuity method 

According to the spherical cavity model the stresses m the hinterland are caused bv 

pressures whlch are in equilibrium wlth appl~ed load while they act on the core boundarv 
These stresses are thus a function of the applied load and the mechanical properties of the 

material If the stresses due to  the nucleus of stram or bllster are now consldered as a 
legitimate component of the total stresses in the hinterland they may also be associated 

analogously with the magnitude of the applied load and the mechanical properties of the 

deforming body Given thls, the proportlonallty term B which has been called the strength 
of the blister, may also be consldered as a function of the applied load and the rnechanlcal 

properties of the material 
An attempt has been made here to derlve an estlmate of B by applying the prlnclple 

of energt conservation The energy Input into the shstem IS considered to be made up b\ 

two parts The first palt IS dissipated in the core in glvlng rlse to ldrge scale permanent 
deformation by compaction or flow The second part IS d~ss~pa ted  in straining the elctstic 

hinterland and thus giving rise to stresses which are proportional to B / r 3  and P / r 2  The 
strength of the blister field, B is estimated as a functlon of known mechanical properties such 

as hardness Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio as well as the normal load The estimates 

are compared wlth those calculated from measured radlal strams on the free surface The 

studv IS done for pure copper and alumina uslng 150° and 90" d~amond cones bv depth 

sensing indentations 

2 2 Theory 

2 2 1 Loadrng 

In the loadmg part of the indentation cvcle, a stress field is created in a core adjacent to the 

indenter tip Yoffe [ill] proposes a pressure field In the core whlch 1s in equ~libr~um with the 
mean pressure applied bv the Indenter Outside the core the half space is elastic !there the 

stresses are as gnen in the equations 2 1 It IS proposed here to estimate the strength of the 

blister from an equation whlch equates the energy input E, to the svstem b\ the  lndenter t o  
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the sum of the elastic energes of the core Ec and the elastic hinterland EH 

2 2 1 1 Input Energy 

The load-displacement characteristics in indentation is quadratic in nature [52, 951 The 
work done by the indenter is the area under this characteristics 

Work done = l:m- Pdh 

where h, and h,,, 1s the initla1 and maximum depths of indentation respectivelv and P  is 

the load on the indenter for the penetration depth of h 
The st~ffness of the materlal k against indentation is given as [56] 

If the material is now considered as made up of two sprlngs In series representing elastic 

and plastic behawour, 

P = k. h: + kphz 

where 

h = he + hp 

The equiralent stiffness 1s (equation 1 6 

Loubet et a1 1561 

depth he created 

depth hp If it is 

model the indentatlon cavity as made up of a recoverable elastic Indentation 

b\ a flat punch of radius a and an irrecoverable conical plast~c indentat~on 

now noted that the hardness of the mater~al H  = P/na2 and the contact 

radius of the impression a = h, tan a, then 

Cslng Sneddon s [93] relation for flat-punch elastic indentat~on 

Substituting in equation 2 5 glves 

khm, PI5 - 2 (n2H2(1 - u )  E*=-=-- 
3 3k05 3 4G + *) tan a, 



2 2 1 2  Core Energy 

This is approximated to  the strain energy of the blister Yoffe [ I l l ]  describes the stress 
field in the blister in terms of an uniform pressure p, = P/?1-a2 and a containing pressure q 

m ~ m a l  to pm Noting the relationship q = vp,/(l - v), required to  gwe rn~nirnum elastic 
stram energy density, the elastic stram energy per unit volume is given by 

Since the core volume under the indenter (being the hemispherical volume less the volume 

of the indent in the half-space [I l l ] )  is ?1-a3(2 - cot a)/3 Therefore the core energy is 

pka3 Ec = fl(2 - cota)- 
n (1 - 2v) 

G 
where fl = - 

12 (1 - v) 
Noting p, = H, 

H2a3 
Ec = f1(2 - cot a) - 

G 

2 2 1 3 Stram Energy Outsxde the Core 

The strain energj in the region outsxde the core is given by, 

where s is the hemispher~cal surface area of radius a 

Yoffe [ I l l ]  gires the stress and displacement fields by superposing the contributions 

from the Boussmesq and blister fields Substitution of equations 2 1 and 2 2 and Integration 

where f2 f3 and f4 are functions of v as gnen in table 2 1 

Table 2 1 Values of f2, f3 and f4 as a function of v 



2 2 1 4 Bllster-field Strength 

Subst~tuting from equations 2 6, 2 7 and 2 8 into equation 2 4 gwes 

f 2  H2a3 f3HB f4B2 - -  H2a3 - r 2 ~ ' a 3  ( I 4 - u  + 

G G Ga3 3 TH tan  a 
+ - + f l(2-cotcY)G - 

rearranging this we get, 

B B + fi .f f l(2 - co t a )  
3 x H (2 9) 

Thls is a quadratic equation in B / H a 3  whlch can be solved to  give B / H a 3  as a functlon 

of a, whlch IS a functlon of apphed strain ( x 0 2 cot a) [4] and the materlal properties G, H 

and Y Thus for a glven materlal, B is dlrectly proportional to p1 5 ,  since a3 = (P/;rrH)l 
For copper, the solutlon of equation 2 9 gives for a range of a! (30" < a < 85") 

In the unloading part of the indentation cycle, the input energv IS recovered bv the punch 

nithdrawal As the load is reduced elastic strain energies corresponding to the core as riel1 

as the Boussinesq component of the stress field outside the core are reduced To maintain 

the validitv of equation 2 4 In this new sltuatlon, the bl~ster field adjusts itself b\ reducing 

~ t s  strength Validity of an ab znztzo estimation of the input as well as the core energies and 

therefore the residual stresses during unloading is clearly dependent on the rccozerl path 

chosen for the indent If the Indent recovers by the flat punch route [56] the input energz at 

anv unloading load, P is 

T i  here (from equation 1 14) 

The corresponding core ene r a  

(1 - 2 4  (2 - cot a) P2 
E m  = r2 aG 



where a IS the flat punch radius and equal to the indentation radlus a t  P,,,,, 
Substituting m equation 2 4 

Solution of the equation gives the current strength of the blister field 

2 2 3 Elastx - Plastlc Boundary 

The stress field at  the free surface (9 = 7r/2) as proposed by Yoffe [Ill] may be written as 

where s,, and t ,  are functions of Poisson's ratio 

Now 

P = r H a 2  = Cta2 

From equation 2 9 
1 5  

B = c ~ P ~ ~ = C ~ ( ~ I X Q ~ )  =C3a3 

where C1 Cz and C3 are material constants Substituting the stress becomes 

st, Cla2 t,, C3a3 
01) = r2 + r3 

Zt the elastic plastic boundary r = c 

and 

c / a  mav be est~mated bv substitutions of equation 2 11 Into equatlon 2 12 

4s s lJ , t tJ ,  C1 and C4 are materlal constants the estimated c l a  is independent of the 
normal load A superposed, combination of the Boussinesq and blister field thus gives rise 

to a self similar process It must be noted that this stress field lmplles that c / a  w~ll \ a n  

with 8 However the stress field also lmplies that c /a  at a p e n  8 does not change nith 
load 



5 cm diameter and 2 2 cm length extruded copper (99 9% pure) blocks and sintered alumina 

flats of 2 54 x 2 54 x 0 63 cm were indented with 150' and 90' (indenter angle) diamond tip 

cones The cone was ground to a tip radius of 70 pm The surface which was indented was 
ground and polished (1000 grit alumina powder) 

The block was placed on a (5 KN maximum) load cell (figure 2 1) The mokernent of 

the indenter was recorded using a Linear Variable Displacement Transducer (LVDT) The 
whole assembly was placed inside and the indenter rig~dly attached to the top plate of a 

precision subpress which was driven hydraulically in a universal testing machine 

Top platern 

L~near 
bearing 

Sprmg 
(200 W m  

LVDT 

Concal 
Indenter 

Specimen 

Load cell 
I I (SGNIm) 

Moving platern of 20 tonne UTM 

Figure 2 1 Exper~mental Setup 

1 mm strain gauges were pasted on to the indented surface a t  fixed lntenals from 

the indenter axis to record the radial strains A single Indentation experiment consisted of 
taking the load up to a certain value and unloading to zero load Repeated loading and 

unload~ng cvcles were implemented on the same Indent, w ~ t h  the maximum load in an1 

cvcle being higher than that in the previous cycle and lower than that in the subsequent 

mcle The output from the load cell, LVDT and the strain gauges were recorded to gne the 



displacement h and the surface strain (EL),, a t  the load P during the load~ng and unloadmg 

cycle Each experiment was repeated three tlmes The standard deviation of expenmental 

results was found to  be withln 5 % of the average 

2 4 Results and D~scussion 

Figures 2 2 and 2 3 show the displacement-load graphs obtained by indenting the copper and 

alumina blocks respectively It is of interest t o  note the uneven nature of the displacement- 

load graph for alumina when the indenter angle is 90° At point A (figure 2 3) the speclrnen 

develops a crack which facilitates large displacements a t  that pomt Sirnllar features are 

noted In the unloading part (point B) of the graph Figure 2 4 shows large shallow craters 

and radial cracks in alumina specimen Indented by a 90" mdenter It is to be noted that 

similar features of the displacement-load graph were not observed when the Indenter angle 

was 150' Fgures 2 5 and 2 6 show the varlatlon of the surface radial strain (E:,)~ a t  r = l  

mm as a function of cyclic loading (and unloading) The surface strains a t  verv low loads 

(< 200 V) or a t  points very close to the indent were found to be low (< 2 - 3 x 
and tens~le At higher loads and further away from the indent the surface radial strains are 

cornpressile on loadlng and become more compressive on unloading 

The hardness of the test materials was estimated by measuring the projected area 4 

of the residual impression as H = P,,,/A The estimated hardness (1 GPa) of copper 

agrees with the BIIN hardness of the test block (0 8 - 0 9 GPa) The estimated hardness 

of alumina is 6 5 GPa (V~cker's hardness testing a t  loads more than 2 kg mas not possible 

as indentation produced cracks) The Young's modulus of both the test materials were 

estimated by measuring the ~nit ial  slope of the unloading part of the displxement-load 

graph and substituting lt into the equation [56], 

The estimated ~a lues  are G,,,,,, = 45 1 GPa and Gal,,,,, = 100 GPa The poisson s 

ratio values were taken from literature [60, 281 

Gnen the evperimentally measured (E:,), the evperimental strength of the blister field 

was estimated using equation 2 3 Figures 2 7 and 2 8 show this experimental B (B,,,) for 

copper and alumina respectively Substitution of material constants in equations 2 9 and 

2 10 gi\es the estimate of B, Bth This estlrnates are plotted as continuous lines in the 

figures 2 7 and 2 8 
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Figure 2 3 Displacement - Load Characteristics of 4lumina 



Figure 2 4 Scanning electron micrograph of an indent made on alumina by a 90° cone 

The departure of the estlmate from experimental observation during unloading is prob- 

ably related to the strength of the "recovery path" assumption For example if the actual 

value of input energy at  P = 0 is estimated by taking into account the actual non-linear 

experimental path during unloading and substituted in equation 2 10, then the B value is 

close to the experimental value (shown as a filled circle in Figure 2 7) 
Figure 2 9 shows a radial surface profile of a pile up generated by 150° indentatlon of 

copper The profile is seen to deviate from the flat surface of the block at t / a  = 2 5 The slip 

line field solutions of wedge indentation [26] llmits plastic deformatlon in the deformation 

plane to a circle, the radius of whlch is equal to the distance of the pile up edge from 
the indentation axis If the edge of a pile up is similarly said to  be the limiting radius of 

plastic deformation in conical indentation, figure 2 9 which shows the pile up to be limited 
to t / a  = 2 5,  provides an experimental estimate of c /a  Table 2 2 shows that the present 

estimates of c/a are reasonable ones 

Figure 2 10 gives a comparative summary of the estimates of strength of the blister 
field during loading As the alumina block started to fracture at log ldbds Indented by 
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F~gure 2 7 Variation of Bllster field strength of copper wlth load 
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Flgure 2 8 Variation of Bllster field strength of alumma wlth load 
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Figure 2 9 Radial surface profile of a pile up generated by 150" indentatlon of copper 

a 90" cone, the corresponding estimates of the strength of the blister field from exp~rimcntal 

surface strain measurements are considered to be unreliable and are therefore not shown In 

figure 2 10 

It is Interesting to note that although the strength of the blister field of alumina 

indented bv a 150" cone is lower than when it is indented by a 90" cone, the latter promotes 

fracture while the former does not This trend is well predicted bv the proposed stress 

field Figure 2 11 shows the estimates of stresses generated by Indentation of alumina (see 

equation 2 1) during loadlng a@@ a t  8 = ;r/2 increases due to  a decrease In cone angle 

from 150" to 90" This would encourage radial cracks on the free surface Below the indenter 

(8 = 0) the tensile or, bemg much higher for the 90" indentat~on than for the 150" Indentation 
the former IS lihel\ to glve rlse to lateral cracks Flgure 2 11 also suggests that no ring and 

median cracks are produced durlng loading 

The possib~lity of shallow lateral cracks (figure 2 4) can be demonstrated b\ transform 
Ing the polar stresses to cartesian stresses Flgure 2 1 2  shows that a t  a (x z) coordinate of 

(a a )  the tensile a, is higher for the 90" indentatlon of alumina than for the 150" indentation 

Yoffe [ I l l ]  has noted the possibility of lateral cracking below the indenter ma radial 
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Figure 2 11 Estimates of stresses generated by indentation of alumina 
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cracks on the surface propagating durmg the unloading part of the indentation cycle Present 

calculations show that for alumina indented by a 90' cone (the completely unloaded) res~dual 

tensile ~ 4 4  at 8 = n/2 as well as err at  8 = 0 are more than three times the value of these 

stresses at peak load Thus the radial cracks seen in figure 2 4 may indeed have formed during 

unloading The possibility of ring cracks bemg generated at the surface dunng unloading is 

however low as a,, at 19 = 7r/2 becomes zero on complete unloading 

A discussion of the comparative fracture proneness of copper and alumina cannot 

however be made using the present argument as copper has very high fracture toughness 

compared to alumina The point however can be made that if it does fracture at very high 

load t h ~ s  may happen underneath the indenter in the lateral crack mode 

Conclusmns 

1 An identity wh~ch equates the input energy to the sum of the strain energy in the 

bl~ster and that in the elastic hinterland can be used to predict strength of the blister 

field 

2 The strength of the blister field is a function of hardness, Young's modulus and pois- 

son's ratio and is proportional to (load)' and the square root of the applied average 

strain (0 2 cot a)  

3 The strength of the blister field reduces owing to the reduction of strain energ\. in the 

core, dur~ng unloading 



Chapter 3 

Displacement Controlled 
Nanoindent er 

Nano-indentation is a technique to determine the local mechanical properties of the materials 

by indenting with a probe harder than the material Though some instrl ments capable of 
rneasurlng nanohardness [74] existed,the first instrument that recorded the load and displace- 

ment cont~nuously was constructed by Pethica [81] Since then a plethora of instruments 

has been designed Table 3 1 gives a comparison of these designs Most of these are depth 

sensing though some of them can do both depth senslng as well as imaging in same setup 

1581 Some of these designs are now available commercially 

The nanoindenter can be elther force controlled [73, 82, 108, 1101 or displacement 

controlled [58, 96, 1011 In the force controlled instrument, a known amount of force is 

applied graduallj and the resulting penetration is measured, whereas, in the latter type, the 

indenter is displaced gradually and the load required to do so is measured 

The main advantage of the displacement controlled instrument is that, it can be used to 

study the discontinuities (for example, see figure 2 3) in the load-displacement characteristics 

In the case of ceramics, these discontinuities can arise out of propagation of cracks while in 

the case of metals these discontinuities are found when the material response changes from 

elastic to plastic In a load controlled instrument a small increment in load would produce a 

jump in displacement Thus, the information on what happens inbetween is lost It mav be 

possible to record the exact variation in load across these discontinuities in a displacement 

controlled instrument 

The presence of so many designs brings out the fact that the instrument still remains 

to be perfected The main problem is that it is very difficult to isolate the genuine material 
response from the errors introduced in measurement [65] Numerical simulations [17, 1141 

have shown that purely statist~cal uncertainties in the measurement and the geometrv of 
indenter and surface could gwe rise to the response similar to the actual response of the 
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material 
A d~splacement controlled depth senslng indenter capable of indenting the materials 

with bulk hardness ranging from about 1 GPa to 10 GPa to a depth of 10 nm to 10,000 nm 

has been designed, fabricated and tested as a part of this work A schematic of the complete 

system is shown in figure 3 1 It conslsts of a flexure capable of generating displacements 

upto 10 p m  and a force sensor of resolution better than 3 pN The flexure is mounted 
on a support structure that holds the specimen and the coarse positioning systems The 
instrument is enclosed In a thermal chamber whose temperature could be controlled within 

f 0 05OC with the help of a laminar flow of argon gas The vibration isolation table prevents 

the ground vibrations from affecting the measurement 
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Figure 3 1 Schematic of the nanoindenter 
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of trving to minimise the non-random measurement errors the emphasis is 

gnen in characterising these errors and correcting them through the post-lndent data anal- 
~ s i s  The main innovat~on in this des~gn IS the force sensor which uses flevible hinges as 

the elastic element The sensltnit~ of t h ~ s  sensor can be varied by suitabh positioning the 

indenter and thus the performance can be optimised for a given test material Present design 
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provides with two different sensitivity, one for metals and the other for hard materials 11he 

ceramics 
Design is a continuous and seemingly never ending process wlth a lot of nested feed 

back loops In thls chapter, it is not attempted to present the design process which ~nvohed 

a lot of feed backs from the studies on depth sensing indentation problems presented in thls 

thesis and a lot of finer practical detals from the experienced experts In different fields 

Instead, what the final instrument is and how it works is presented 

3 1 Flexure Hmge as Force Sensor 

Force is generally measured as the deflectlon of an elastlc element in the range encountered 

m nano-indentation Typically used elastic element IS a cantilever beam for a range up to 

100 N [86] The deflection is measured as the strain However the resolution of strain gauges 

are lob and therefore not suitable for use in nano-~ndentation 

Instead of measuring strams, the deflectlon of the cantilever can be measured directh 

using tunnelmg current [13] The resolution of such a sensor is very high (lo-* nY) and IS 

being used in force microscopes [23] The range of such sensors 1s however low and herce 

difficult to use in nano-mdentation The cantilever - a beam wlth a fixed end can be replaced 

wlth a hinged beam wlth a spring The main advantage of such a beam over cantdever IS 

that the dimensions of the beam can be adjusted for resolution lateral stability and natural 

frequencl, ~ndependent of the stiffness of the sprlng A flevure hmge can serve the purpose 

of the hinge and the sprlng simultaneously The deflectlon of such hinged beam can be 

ampl~fied using flexure-hlnged levers [75] If such a system can be used a s  a force sensor then 

~ t s  sensitivity can be increased w~thout impairing the r~gldity 

Flexure hinge is baslcall~ a mechanical member which is comphant in bending about one 

axis but n g ~ d  about the cross axes They are made from a blank havlng either a rectangular 

or circular cross section The most common ttpe incorporates a circular cutout on either 

side of the blank to form a necked down sect~on A closed form analls~s of the stress 

distribution with~n such an hinge 1s rather complicated [55]  However a simplified evpresslon 

for cornpllance can be obtamed [12 801 
4 Finlte Element analysis of such web IS glven by Smith et a1 [92] T h s  analis~s 



All Dimensions are In mm 

Figure 3 2 Flexure Hmge 

gives the angle (0) rotated by a particular hinge due to  an applied bendlng moment (11) as 

where I _ = ht3/12 t is the thickness of the web, h is the depth of the web R is the radius 

of the holes for the web and E is the modulus of eldsticlty The value of h IS obtained from 

the approximate formula 
.L 

The maxlmum stress, which occurs a t  the outside edge of the thinnest part of the neb  

can be determmed from 

The stress concentration factor IG can be determined graphically [92] or from the approu- 

The tvprcal force resolution rn nano-indentahon is 3 ,uN and the range is 2 my The 

stiffness of the sensor should be high enough as not to cause any appreciable error rn the 

measurement of the Indenter displacement These criteria along wrth equations 3 1 to 3 4 are 
used to find an optlmum design solut~on The web thickness t turned out to be s e n  small 

(0 2 mm) for the material 4U4G1 The properties of this materlal IS gllen in table 3 2 



O 5 % m a x  
O 5 % m a x  
3 8 ~ 4 9 %  
0 3 ~ 0 9 %  
1 2 ~ 1 8 %  
0 1 % m a x  
0 25 % rnax 
0 25 % rnax 
5 0 0 5 %  

Tensile strength 
0 2 % Proof Stress 
Elongation 
Heat Treatment 

72 GPa 
450 N 480 MPa 
290 N 340 MPa 
9 - 11% 
T4 condition 

Table 3 2 Chemical composition and mechanical properties of alloy AU4G1 

The validity of the equations 3 1, 3 2, 3 3 and 3 4 for this thickness IS established by actual 

measurement of a simple flexure 

3 1 2 Flexure Hlnge Calibration 

The flevure hinge was made out of a rectangular block of aluminium allov AU4G1 (2021), 

heat treated to T4 condition Thls material nas selected because of its light welght and for 

its damplng and hvsterisis [25] The flexure was cut out of the block bi wire cut Electro- 

Discharge Machining 

Figure 3 2 shows a schematic outline of the sensor A front polished mlrror was attached 

on the side of the top block(4), with the help of a double side sticking tape The deflect~on 

is measured bv measuring the dei lation of a reference laser beam reflected from the mlrror 

in an autocollimator The resolut~on of the autocollimator used was lo arc second The force 

was applied through calibrated dead weights The weights were added to a pan attached to 

the hole I3 The calibration was carried out in a clean room isolated from \ibrations 

The flevure calibration data the angular deflection against the apphed load is shonn 

m figure 3 3 The stars are the measured data points Different combination of the dead 

weights gning the same load gave slightlv different deflections The solid line is the linear 

least square fit nith the slope of -3 49 deg/ l  The dotted line is from the equation 3 1 nhich 
gives a slope of -2 44 deg/N The aeviation mav be due to two main reasons The thickness 

of the ueb t proled difficult to measure In profile projector as well as in coordinate measuring 

machine An\ error in the t ~ a l u e  used rn the equation 3 1 is compounded bi being ralsed to 

the third power The other source of the error may be in the value of Young s modulus The 

hand book value for 4luminium - 675 GPa nas used The value of E for thin cross section 
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Figure 3 3 Calibrat~on of the Flexure Hinge 

might be different from the bulk value (see for example [89]) 

Figure 3 4 shows the mechanical details of the indentation instrument built It uses a piezo- 
electric translator whlch has a range of 15 ,urn to generate the motion required b~ the indenter 

to penetrate the material surface The actual displacement is measured w t h  the help of La- 

pacitor sensor The force is estimated as the deflection of a spring which is measured using 

capacitance sensors The spring element used is the flexure hinges thinned out of the same 

block of material 

3 2 1 Translator 

The piezoelectric translator (figure 3 5 )  is made out of stacks of plezoelectr~c elements that 

expand n hen voltage 1s applied across them The elements are glued end to end such that 

the evpanslon of everv element is added up to get a higher range of translation ulthont 



Figure 3 4 Instrument Details 

going in for very high voltages The voltage required to produce 15 ,urn of translation IS 

175 volts 
As the piezoelectric elements are made of brittle ceramic, ~t can take up compressive 

load, but very llttle tensile load One end of the translator is fixed whlle the other end just 
rests against the support (figure 3 12) to ensure that the translator is never subjected to any 

tensile load 

The range of the piezo gets altered by the presence of an external compressive load 
If the external load is going to vary with the expansion, then the linearity between the 
applied voltage and the translator motion is affected To overcome this, the translator is 

made to move against an external spring whose stiffness is selected such that the load from 
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Figure 3 5 Schematic of the Piezo Translator 

the indenter is a very small fractlon of the total load on the translator The presence of the 

evternal spring reduces the range of the translator The effective range for the gnen setup 

is found to be equal to 11 5 ,wn 

There are two wavs by which the plezo can be controlled One 1s applving an external 

analogue voltage in the range of f 5  V and the other is by sendlng digital signal from a 

computer with the hexadecimal number 3FFF corresponding to  the full range (1 e the total 

number of steps is 16382 ) The ad~antage with the analogue input is that i t  IS continuous 

unlike the stepped digital input n hile the digital has an advantage that an\ arbitran na le  

form could be generated using a simple software 

The response of the translator without anv evternal load is shown in figure 3 6 vt hereas 

the response with the evternal spring load is given in figure 3 7 The h~steresis and other 

nonlinearitv in motlon can be eliminated b ~ r  controlling the translator in a closed loop nith 
a dlsplacernent transducer 4n  open loop control can however ach le~e  a hlqh speed 
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Flgure 3 8 Schernatlc of Displacement Sensors 

3 2 2 Displacement Sensors 

Two capacitance type displacement sensors wlth a range of f 20 pm are used, one to measure 

the penetration of the indenter and the other to measure the force (figures 3 11 and 3 12) 

The capac~tancc sensors operate on the basic prlnc~ple that the capacitance between tno 

parallel plates 1s inversely proportional to the displacement An electronic invertor is used 

to make the output voltage proportional to the displacement 
The sensor conslsts of two plates - one target and another probe held parallel to 

the target (figure 3 8) To take care of the end capacitance, grounded shields are used 

surrounding the plates The capacitance is measured using a bridge circuit and the output 

of the bridge is passed through an in~ertor  The diameter of the probe IS made smaller to t h e  

target d~ameter to el~minate the error arising out of the lateral al~gnment The parallelism 

between the plates IS ensured b j  the four bar mechanism of the flexure which is machined 

to high precision in a single settlng 

3 2 3 Force Sensor 

A four bar mechanism with flexure hlnges (section 3 1) is used for measuring the force The 

flexure hinges acts as the torsional springs that deflect In proportion nith the force The 

rnagnlfied deflection IS measured using a capacitance sensor 
The  two conflicting requirements of the force sensors are the sensitn it\ and the stiff- 

ness For a h~gher sensiti~ity, the deflection for a gwen forcc should be mawnum R ~ I C ~  
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Figure 3 9 Schexnatic of Force Sensor in relation to the Translator and the Indenter 

means that the stiffness should be very small Lower stiffness means that the displacement 

(h , )  t o  be generated by the translator for a given penetrat~on (h,) is verv high and the error 

in  penetration measurement would be directly proportional to twice the deflection of the 

force sensor 

Figure 3 9 represents a schematic of the force sensor In relation to the translator and 
the indenter If the force sensor of st~ffness hf deflects by hf to measure a force P required 

to penetrate t h e  lndenter bv h, then the displacement of the translator is 

If the percentage error in measurement of ht IS e then the maxlmum percentage error in 

measurement of h, 1s 



F~gure  3 10 Schematic of the Force Sensor 

Thus an higher deflection of the force sensor (hf) of high sensitivity would mtroduce a large 

measurement error in the penetration 

The usage of the flevure h~nges lets the deflection of the force sensor magnified thus 

increasmg the sensit~vity without compromising on the stiffness A system of tno  simple 

(figure 3 10) levers comprising the four bar mechanism (AB,BC,CD and the fixed frame D 4) 

has been used The four flevure hinges A B,C and D are of same tors~onal stiffness kt  If 

the force on the indenter is P, causing a deflection hf of the force sensor at the indenter tip 

11, then bv equating the energy, 

The effectire stiffness of the force sensor is then 

The torsional stiffness, kt = is determined by the geometry of the hinge (equation 3 li 

while the rat10 In the bracketed term in equation is determined by the geornetn of the  four 
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bar mechan~sm The deflection a t  I rs magmfied a t  S by 

h, DS AB M I =  - = - -  
hf D C A I  

Thus, the requ~red stiffness and the sensltmty could be obtained by suitably design~ng the 

geometry of the force sensor 
There is a shght lateral movement of the indenter due to rotational movements of the 

lever AB However, the magn~tude of t h ~ s  motion is small compared t o  the penetration of 
the indenter For example, wh~le  indentmg a materlal wlth a hardness of 1 GPa, for 10 nm, 

the lateral deflectron is calculated to be less than 3 nm 

3 2 4 Flexure 

This is the basic frame wh~ch integrates the translator, sensors and the gu~dlng mechan~sm 

Figure 3 11 shows the photograph of the flexure while a schematic of the same is shown In 

figure 3 12 To mlnlmlse frlction and power losses and the assoc~ated heat generation, all 

the joints are made out of flexible hlnges The monoblock construction helps to  el~rninate 

the residual stress resultmg from the temperature change in the surroundings ~f the flevure 

was made out of assembled of different materials T h ~ s  also reduces the thermal drlft 

The flevure is fabricated out of aluminium alloy AU4G1, the complete spec~ficatlon 

of wh~ch 1s glven In table 3 2 T h ~ s  mater~al has a highly h e a r  stress-strain curie In the 

elastic reglon The added advantage of this materlal over the other force transducer materlal 

l~ke Cu-Be allov 1s the dens~ty The hght weight of AU4G1 alloy allows greater freedom in 

des~gn~ng the geometry of the crlt~cal flex~ble hinges In the force sensor 

The mater~al In rod form was cold forged and then heat treated to T4 cond~tion The 
mtlal  machining - rn~lling and grlndmg produces surfaces that are parallel lthm 0 Olmm 
The reference holes were dr~lled in jlg boring mach~ne w ~ t h  a pos~t~onal  accuracl of k5 pm 

The holes for the mdenter II and I2 sere machmed by spark eroslon to malntaln the paral- 

lellsm of the mdenter axls with the g u ~ d ~ n g  rnechan~sm 
All the flevible hlnges were machmed In a single settmg usmg w r e  cut electro discharge 

machmng The relcltive positional accuracies were maintamed to an accuracl better than 

&5 pm The optimum machining parameters hke the current, feed rate and nire thlcb- 

ness were obtained after detailed evperimentat~on The problem of res~dual and clampmg 

stresses distorting the geometry after the machin~ng was overcome w ~ t h  the help of a filture 
Restraining braces were used a t  the points where slots opened out while machinmg Tht 



Figure 3 11 Flexure 

thickness of the hinges A, B, C and D that form the force sensor is thinned out to 3mm 
using spark erosion 

The flexure is made out of 8 flexible hinges ( A  - H in figure 3 12) that form two four 
bar links The links AB, BC , CD and DA 1s the force sensor (section 3 2 3) and the links 

EF, FG, GH and HE form the guiding mechanism The guiding mechanism generates the 
straight line motion for the indenter 

The piezo electric translator is attached to the link GH and moves against the fixed 
link F G  This arrangement produces a linear motion of link HE to which the force sensor 
1s attached and ensures that the load on the translator is always compressive The actual 

motion of the link HE is measured with the help of the capacitance sensor C2 attached to 
links F G  and EH 
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Figure 3 12 Schematic of the Flexure 

The capacitance sensor C1 attached to the links CD and DA, it measures the magnified 

deflection of the force sensor There are two positions on link AB at which the indenter can 

be fixed I I  and I2 I I  gives higher stiffness and relatively lower resolution to  I2 and can be 

used to ~ndent hard materials like ceramics 

3 2 5 Buffer Plate 

This is a plate (figure 3 13) made out of same matenal as the flexure and n used to attach 

rt to the Z stage of the coarse positioning SJ stem Since the Z stage and the flexure is made 
of materials that have different thermal expansion co-efficient buffer plate is used to tahe 

up the stresses induced due to  an\ small variation in the temperature The buffer plate has 

a sculptured relief that allows free motion of the force sensor 

3 2 6 Coarse Positioning 

The range of the rndenter motion is about 10 microns To move the sppcimen surface nithrn 
the range of the indenter, two coarse positioning stages X and Z are used These staers 
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Figure 3 13 Buffer Plate 

has a range of 15 mm and has a positional accuracv of better than 1 micron The stage 

consists of a rectanguldr platform moving on a linear ball bearing and a 0 5 mm pltch lead 

screw Stepper motors with 500 steps per revolution are used to drlve the stages Linear 

Variable Differential Transformers measure the actual linear motion of the stage and a closed 

loop control of the stepper motors ellminates the backlash problem associated ni th  the lead 

screw The closed loop control IS implemented dlgitallv with the help of a speclallx dexeloped 

algor~thm 

3 2 7 Speclmen Holder 

The surface of the speclmen on which the indentation 1s t o  be carrled out must be perpen- 

dicular to the dxis of the indenter Thls is ensured by the specimen holder (figure 3 14) 

that is mounted on the X stage The specimen is held against a reference surface and the 

irregularities of the specimen IS accommodated by clamping it with the sn~relling plate 

This arrangement helps to locate roughlv the point a t  which the indenter ail1 first come in 

contact wlth the surface 
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Figure 3 14 Specimen Holder 

3 2 8 Support Structure 

The mer t ed  "T" shaped cast iron support structure holds the stages and the specimen 

holder such that the indenter 1s perpendicular to the surface of the specimen on nhich the 

indentation is to  be carrled out  This studv structure wlth reinforcing webs completes the 

force circuit between the Indenter and the specimen It is designed such that the deflection 

In the force circuit is less than 0 1% for the maximum load encountered while indenting a 

speclmen n i th  a hardness of 10 GPa The surfaces holding the stages were hand scrapped 

to maintain the perpendicular~tv of the stages to less than lrnicron 

3 2 9 Vibration Isolation 

The instrument is protected from the mechanical vibrations transmitted through the ground 
with the help of a pneumatic controlled vibration lsolatlon table The table Itself is placed 

on an isolated foundation The  foundation consists of 3' x 5' x 1 5' reinforced concrete bloch 
The concrete block is ~solated from the surrounding floor bv a 6 trench filled nith sand 

The tibration isolation table rests on 4 pistons that  rests on a fle\iblt rollma dl 
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aphragrn While operating, the piston floats under the pressure of the air contamed in the 
cylinders The natural frequency of the whole system is less than 2 5 Hz in both horizontal 

and vertical directions 
The vibrations due to the pressure waves transmitted through air and draft is min- 

imised by enclosing the instrument m a persplex chamber The chamber is supported on 
the ground such that the chamber is not in contact with the vibration isolation table top 

This is to pass the vibrations picked up by the chamber to the ground and not to the low 

compliance table top 

3 2 10 Temperature Control 

The instrument is enclosed in a chamber whose temperature could be maintamed with an ac- 

curacy better than f 0 05"C, by a controlled laminar flow of argon gas through the chamber 

The chamber is designed such that the vibrations induced on the force sensor is minimal 

Except for the experiments that are carried out over a large period time like indentation 

creep eupenments, most of the indentations could be carried out over a period of tirne dur- 

ing which the change in the temperature from the equilibrium value is negligible Thus the 

flow is switched off once the thermal equilibrium is reached The temperature at  different 

parts of the instrument could be measured with thermocouples and the data could be lodged 

into the computer 

3 2 11 Electronics and Computing 

The complete evperiment cycle is automated and the process is controlled through a pentium 

100 VHz computer A schematic of the electronics invohed is shown in figure 3 15 A 

softnare that includes post-euper~ment data analvsis is developed in \/ isual Basic ]lost of 

the algorithms are verl specific and has been developed from the scratch The main emphasis 

1s gnen to the fleuibillt\ in designing the experiment cvcle to the user rather than fixing the 
variables to r~gid preset values At the same tirne some of the standard evperiments such 

as repeated indentations, creep, are provided as a package 

The piezo electric drive and the capacitance sensor output is communicated through 

an IEEE 488 interface In case a higher data transfer rate is required, than that is pro1 ided 
with this interface, an option is provided to communicate through a data acquisition card but 

with a lower resolution It is also possible to drive piezo continuousl\ through an elternal 

signal generator For example, it is possible to carry out constant strain rate experiment in 
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Figure 3 15 Schematic of the Electronics 

which the stepped digital output nould mean a momentary high stram rate 

The piezo electric translator can be dricen in open loop or in a closed loop u ~ t h  the 

feed back from the capacitance sensor measurmg the displacement The open loop has an 

advantage of achiec~ng a higher displacement rate of the Indenter while the closed loop 

ensures a constant displacement rate, overcoming the inherent nonlinear responses of the 

plezo drne  The closed loop control is effected through an electron~c hardware controller 

Bv connecting the force sensor (C1) output to this controller instead of the d~splacement 

sensor (C2) constant loading rate experiments could be carried out 
The stepper motor IS drlven through an add-on card The resulting h e a r  motion of 

the stages are measured uslng two linear variable differential transformers through a slgnal 
conditioner and an Analog to  Digtal convertor card The closed loop control is effected 
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through software algorithm 

3 3 1 Sequence of Operatmn 

With the Z stage moved to  the top limit, the speclmen is butt aga~nst the reference surface 

of the holder After ensurlng the thermal equihbrium, the Z stage IS moved such that the 
indenter t ~ p  IS w ~ t h ~ n  2 mlcrons of the reference surface The temperature a t  dlfferent pomts 

of the Instrument are checked for the thermal equ~libr~um The piezo-electric actuator IS 

moved to establish the contact point (v') as explained in the section 3 3 3 The ~ndentatlon 

is carr~ed out by the controlled penetrat~on of the indenter and the readings of the capac~tance 
sensors C1 and Cz are acqu~red as the penetration and the force values Once the mdentation 
is completed, the Z stage is moved up by 20 microns The X stage is then moved by the 
requ~red distance such that the indentation could be carr~ed out a t  dlfferent point on the 

specimen and the cycle repeats 

3 3 2 Data Processing 

The acquired data w~ll  be in terms of the output voltage Vl and V2 from the two sensors CI 
and C2 at d~fferent instances of time The exact penetration is given by 

Kv is a constant that converts the voltage reading of Vl and V2 to the respectwe d~splacement 
values and is equal to 4000 nm/V ili is the magn~fication value for the force sensor which 

IS 14 for mdenter fixed at  II  and 7 for mdenter at  I2 The force P is 

1 { is the reading of the force sensor at the contact polnt and K j  is the stiffness of the force 

sensor The hardness and Young's modulus are determmed from the resulting P us h graph 

as evpla~ned In sectlon 1 2 1, and 1 2 2 

3 3 3 Contact Point Determination 

The first point at which the ~ndenter comes in contact nith the surface serTes as the refer 
ence for calculdt~ng the penetrat~on depth Anv error in the determination of thls contact 
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point wlll result in considerable error in the hardness measured at small penetrations as the 

projected area of sharp indenters goes as the square of penetration The contact pomt can 

be found in two d~fferent ways 

1 Detecting it experimentally m t h  the accuracy limlted by the resolution of the mea- 

surements involved 

2 Post experiment analysis of data by fitting a curve to the loading portion of P vs h 

curve and extrapolatmg to  zero load 

The second method is numerical and depends on some model to  set the type of curve to 

be fit Experimentally, since the indentation process is displacement controlled, the contact 

point is determined by measuring the variation In the force sensor output As the indenter 
is moved towards the surface, the force sensor output varies due to  the noise with the mean 

remaining constant However, once the indenter comes in contact, the mean changes This 
change is detected using a statistical testing procedure 

The population sample is tahen when the indenter has been moved rbithin 2 microns 

of the sample holder reference point by the Z state and the thermal equilibrium has been 

reached The translator is then p e n  a small increment in displacement t\ pica111 lnrn In 

selecting this increment value, a compromise is made between the accuracl and the time 

taken 4 sample of the force sensor output is taken, typically 25 values and the mean 

is compared with the population mean using Student's "t" distribution at  99% confidence 

level If this statistical test result sar s that both the mean are same, then the displacement is 

~ncreased bv another Increment The procedure is repeated tdl the contact is established The 

contact is further confirmed beyond doubt bv repeating the test with two more Increments 

The whole process is carrled out automaticallv through the PC 

Performance 

4 16 bit analog to dlgital converter gives a displacement resolution of 0 672 nm for the 

capacitance sensors when data is acquired through the IEEE488 interface card nhile the 12 

bit PC add-on conrerter with an acquisition rate of 500 Hz gives a resolution of 9 76 nm 

The minimum step slze through wh~ch the piezo translator can be driten is 0 916 nm dt the 
maximum rate of 18 Hz when controlled through the IEEE488 interface Figures 3 16 and 

3 17 shor\s the rariatlon of the displacement and the force sensor output with time when the 
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Figure 3 17 Force sensor output 
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instrument is in thermal equilibrium I t  can be seen that the peak to  peak noise IS 4 nrn for 

displacement sensor and 14 pN for the force sensor 

3 4 1 Stiffness of the Force Sensor 

The effective stiffness of the force sensor is an important parameter that  determines the 

accuracy of the force measured The force is measured as the deflection of the spring system 

involving the four flex~ble hinges Though the stiffness could be calculated theoretically 
through the FEM analysis, the actual stiffness would depend on the machining accuracy 

that determines the exact dimens~ons of the hinges and then relative positions Hence, the 
actual stiffness of the force sensor is obtained by applying a known force at the indenter and 

measuring the output of the sensor Cl 
A permanent magnet is attached to  the point Il and I2 mstead of the indenter and a 

coil of 180 turns of copper wire IS placed in the specimen holder Thus the force a t  indenter 

could be simulated by varylng the current in the coil If the magnetic moment IS hnonn 

exactly, the force can be obtamed a s  a funct~on of the current and the distance between the 

coil and magnet The force is maxlmum when the tlp of the magnet IS just outs~de the cod 
Instead of dependmg on the theoretical evpression for the force on magnet that ~ n k o l ~ e s  

other constants such as the geometry of coil, the magnetic moment of the magnet and 

the perm~t~vi ty  of the medium, the actual force vs current characteristics is measured In a 

precislon opto-electronic balance F~gure  3 18 shows the schemat~c of the arrangement used 

The magnet is attached t o  the weighing arm of the balance, while the coil is fixed such thht 

the t ~ p  of the magnet 1s 10 p m  from the edge of the cod as ver~fied bv a feeler gauge 

The cornphance of the balance is very h~gh,  causing the distance betmeen the coil and 
the magnet change a lot even for verv small amount of the current, In the coil Precision 

welghts are placed on the pan and the current IS adjusted such that  the opt~cal  gratmg 
reading remains the same This means that the gap between the coil and magnet remalns 

constant The force a c t ~ n g  arm is equal to  the total amount of precislon ne~ghts  and the force 

on the magnet Thus bv IarJlng the weights on the pan, the current for different force on 

the magnet could be measured The resulting force vs current g r a ~ h  is shown In figure 3 19 

The slope (mt j )  of the best fit line IS 30 724 4mp/N 

To find the effective stiffness of the force sensor the magnet 1s placed In the indenter s 
place (II or I2 In figure 3 11) The distance between the magnet and the coil is adjusted 

usmg Z axis stepper motor and a 10 pm feeler gauge X known force now can be appl~ed b\ 

passing a known current In the coil Under this force the sensor deflects which IS measured tn 
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Figure 3 18 Arrangement for Calibrating the corl and the magnet 
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the capacitance sensor (C1) A slight variation in the gap between the coil and the magnet 
could be adjusted wrth the help of the prezo-eiectrrc translator However it has been found 

that the ~ar ia t lon rn the force due to  the slight change in the gap (of order of 10nm) is 

negligible The current vs sensor deflection is plotted in figure 3 20 The slope (md,) of the 

best fit line is -7273 nm/ Amp The sensitivit~ of the force sensor is thus 

Since the mlnlmum dlsplacernent that can be measured using the capacltance sensor CI IS 
0 672 nm the smallest force that can be detected is 3 p V The stiffness of the force sensor is 

3 4 2 Indentations on Copper 

Flgure 3 21 shoms a typical load vs displacement graph obtained by indenting norh hardened 

copper speclrnen wrth a 120° conical rndenter The SE'VI picture of the t ~ p  of thc ~ndentcr 1s 



Figure 3 19 Calibration curve for the coil and the magnet 
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Figure 3 20 Calibration curve for force sensor 
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Figure 3 21 Tvpical Load-Displacement Curve 

shown in figure 3 22 The area function of the indenter is obtained as 

where h IS in nm and A is in nm2, b\ measuring the area of the mdents obtained for different 

penetration depths Figure 3 23 s h o ~ s  two such indent for a penetration depth of 800 nm 

and 5000 nm 

Frgure 3 24 shows the varlatlon of hardness with penetration depth for 5 differenr 

experiments There IS a definite increase in the measured hardness for penetration depths 

less than 1000 nm The decrease in hardness for penetrations less than 200 nm is due to 

the fact that the ~ndenter tip is blunt (figure 3 22) and the response is that of an elastic ur 

elastlc-plastic material For example for a tip rad~us  of 30 ,urn the first weld will occur at a 

load of 25 p N ,  assumlng hertzian contact and bulk weld stress of 0 2 GPa However for n 

surface hardness of 10 times the bulh the load will be 25 mN The variation in hardness mith 

penetration mav also be due to a small error in determination of the area funct~on or due 10 

the effect of surface roughness The surface of the specimen was mechanicallv pollshed nirh 

a diamond paste of average particle slze of 2 5 pm The R, ~ a l u e  was found to be 0 8 [lrn 



Figure 3 22 SEM Image of the Indenter tip 

Figure 3 23 SEM Image of the Indents on Copper 
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Figure 3 24 Varxation of Hardness with penetration depth 

from the conventional stvlus profilornetry 

Figure 6 4 (chapter 6) shows the same data corrected for the effect of surface roughness 

It can be seen that the hardness lanes as 1 + cl /h  as reported in literature 1821 The \ e n  

high talue ( z 10GPa) of hardness at penetration depths of less than 100 nm could be 

attributed ma~nlv to the presence of oxide laver in the copper surface 



Chapter 4 

Single Asperity Contacts in 
Indent at ion 

4 1 Introduction 

Hardness estlmated from nano-indentation tests has been found to depend on the size 

of the indent, the hardness increasing with decreasing penetration in the submicrometric 

reglme [76] (figure 3 24) The reason for thls could be that the strength of the material 1s 
hlgh for small deformatlon volumes Even though independent experimental evidence ewsts 

[I] to support this, the phenomenon is not well understood There are a host of other factors 

like presence of ox~de lavers, measurement errors, etc , (section 1 3) that contribute to thls 
behaviour (651 It IS also found that the scatter In the measured hardness value is hlgh a t  
lower penetration depths and 1s found to decrease with lncreaslng penetratlon 

It has been recognlsed for sometime that roughness of the Indented surface mav con- 

tribute to the error In hardness measurement Tabor [97] noted that  the effect of roughness 
on hardness estimation is neghgble if the indentation depths are much greater than the 
surface roughness as IS the case In conventional hardness measurements H o a e ~ e r  in the 

microhardness and nanohardness measurements, the surface roughness could signlficantl~ 
affect the estimations 

The easlest way to  rninimlse the effect of roughness on indentation measurements is 

to  polish the surface such that the maxlmum asperity helghts are less than one order of 
the penetratlon depth The dlamond polishing or electro-chemical polishing used aidelr to 
prepare the surface for indentation wlll generate a surface whose Rz \slue ( the difference 

between the mayimum and minimum value of the roughness profile ) is about 50 nm Thls 

would mean that the hardness estlmated from a penetratlon depth of less than 500 nm is 

Influenced by surface roughness Keeping with the splrlt of the deslgn (chapter 3)  to charac- 
terize the errors and to account for ~t later In data processing the effect of surface roughness 
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is studied in detail This chapter descrhes e-rpenmental study whlch simulate single asperity 

contact Chapter 5 addresses the scatter resulting from indenting the rough surface through 

numerical simulation Based on these studies, a model is proposed m chapter 6 to estimate 

the vanation of the mean hardness of a rough surface with penetration depth 

Flgure 4 1 Schematic of Indentation on a rough surface 

The roughness of the surfaces can be represented as a series of sinusoidals with a 

broad spectrum of walelengths [loo] Recent measurements R ith instruments that has 1 e n  

hgh  lateral resolutions (such as 4tomlc Force Microscope, Scannlng Tunnelling \Iicroscope 

etc ,) establish that the smallest walelengths is of the order of atomic dimensions [ I l l  The 

simplest model of roughness [3] is that of a small hemispherical asperities rldlng on the bacb 

of larger asperities (figure 4 1) The radius of the asperities range from the atomic dimension 

to the maximum as per it^ size (NN Rt) It 1s neYt to impossible to fabricate an indenter whlch 

is sharp don n to atomic levels E ~ e n  d such an indenter is made the tip nil1 break at 

the first contact 4 practical indenter is blunt with a tip radius of about 100 nm or more 

The slmplest geometn that can represent such an indenter is a hemispnerlcal rip blending 

smoothli Into the regular shape such as  triangular pvramld etc 

R hen such dn Indenter is brought into contact with a rough surface the first contact is 
established ~11th the smallest asperitt (figure 4 1) The iadius of the aspw1t.r that affects the 

hardness measurement IS of the order of the penetration depth 4s the penetration depth IS 

increased the eifect of smaller asperities (R1 in figure 4 1) a\erage out and thc xic. t I q c r  
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asperity (of radius Ra) starts influencing the indentation At much higher penetration the 

asperity radlus tends towards infinity and the response is that of an ideally flat surface 

The hardness measured at  a particular penetration depth on a rough surface is thus 

approximately equal to the hxdness obtained by indenting a hemispherical asperity with 

a sphencal indenter The radius of the asperity is determined by the nature of the rough 

surface and the penetratron depth, while the radius of the spherical indenter is equal to tip 

radius of the actual indenter Depth sensing evperiments were carried out on a macroscopic 

hemispherical asperity with a sphencal rndenter The scale has been magnified, to eliminate 

the influence of vanation of the strength of the matenal with deformation volume or the 

penetration depth, observed at  submicron depths The study of a sphere indenting another 

sphere is also of relevance in powder compaction studies [54] 

Analysis 

Hardness (H) is taken to be equal to the mean pressure (p,) experienced in indentation of 

a flat surface bounding a solid material 

where P IS the indentation load for a penetration h of the indenter and A(h) is the area 

function of the indenter tlp [76, 771 glving the projected area of the lndent If the surface is 

curaed then the projected area ~ 1 1 1  also depend on the radius of curvature of the ndented 

surface and the location of an indent on the curved surface In such a case the hardness 

obta~ned uslng equation 4 1 differs from the flat surface hardness The difference should 

vary ~ i t h  the radius of curvature and the location of the indent on the curced surface The 

dependence of the measured hardness on these parameters are explored here bk indenting 

spherical bodies of different radli (R,) and helghts ( h ) ,  at different location 18) b\ an Indenter 

of radius IR,) (Figure 4 2) 

The a v s  of the indenter (4B) 1s the axis along bvhich tbe load is measured m d  passes 
through the indenter tlp spnere The specimen axis (OC) is ~ a a l l e l  to the indenter a u s  but 

passes through the center of the specimen sphere Let x be the dlstance between the axes of 
the Indenter and the specimen (F~gure 4 2) The initial contact is established at  the point 
which lies on the llne joining the centers of the cur ature 0 A as shown in figure 1 2 If 

indenter is now displaced bv h along 15s axis, then the displacement along the llnc 01 is 



Figure 4 2 Schemat~c of asperrty and mdenter contact configurat~on 

glven bv 
h, = h cos 8 

for h << R, or &, w ~ t h  

The sum surface of the contact [35] rvdl be a hem~sphere (Flgure 4 3) 151th reduced rathus 

The contact area can then be approximated to 2n Re h, Thus the normal load P, 1s 

This can be resolved along the axis of the indenter as 

and perpendicular to that axis as f, = P, sin 8 



Figure 4 3 Sum surface of the contact 

In an indentation evper~ment only the load (P) and the d~splacernent (h) along the 

axis of the mdenter are measured and the hardness is obtained from equation 4 1 usmg these 

parameters For the spherical tipped mdenter the area function 1s 

which can be approwmated to 

substituting for P and h from equations (4 5) and (4 2) In equation (4 1) and using (4 7 ,  

eliminating Pn using equation (4 4) and substituting for Re from equation (4 2)  
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Thus the hardness measured in a nano-indentation experiment can be expressed as a product 

of a geometry factor in parentheses (Equation 4 8) and the material property p, The mean 

pressure p,,, is the flat surface hardness which is predictable known Youngs' modulus E, 
poissons ratio v and yield strength Y [14, 37, 46, 1111 

4.3 Experimental Details 

Top platern 

Sprmg 
(200 KNIrn 

LVDT 

Hardened 
steel ball 

- -- - 

Mov~ng platern of 20 tonne UTM 

Figure 4 4 Schematic of the evperlrnental setup 

Indentation experiments were carried out in a set up as shown in figure 3 4 using a hardened 
steel ball of radius (8) 12 5 mm as the indenter Specimens as shown In figure 4 2 dnd 

of three different radil (R,), 1 e 25 mm, 12 5 mm and 8 mm were machmed out of copper 
rods in a copvlng lathe 4 fixture was used to posltlon the specimen such that the disrance 

between the specimen and indenter axes (x) can be varied Indentation was carrled out In 

a 10 ton (z 100K V) unnersal testing machine The load (P) IS measured wlth a load cell 

of stram gauge t ~ p e  The displacement (h) is measured w ~ t h  a Linear Variable D~ffercntlal 
Transformer (L\ DT) The data is acquired with the help of a personal computer Ttir 



experimental material stiffness was found (= 0 05 GN/m) to be two orders less than the 

total machine stiffness of 6 GN/m 
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Figure 4 5 A tvplcal Load - D~splacement graph R, = 12 5mm, 0 = Oo - tangent to the 
inltial portlon of the unloading curte, - - - displacement corresponding to  maximum load 

A tvpical load-displacement curve obtained from the evperiment is shown in figurc -I a 

The hardness 1s measured bv drawmg a tangent to the unloadmg portlon of the curbe and 

taking the -+intercept of thls tangent for calculatlnq the area of resldual impression [30] 

Howeter from figure 3 5 ~t can be seen that the lnltial portion of the unloading path is 
near11 normal to the penetration axis Hence, the maxmum penetration depth is used here 

to calculate the hardness The difference between the maurnurn penetration ( 4 4 mm ) a t  

80 KN load and the residual penetration at no load was found to  be 0 04 mm This nas 

considered to be small and therefore neglected The hardness is calculated as 

Indentation experiments 

from these evperlment is 

were carried out on a flat speclmen and the hardness cstimatcd 

taken as p,  
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Flgure 4 6 Variation of hardness with load on R, = 25mm for different angular locations 
(8) of the indenter - 0°, 4 5O,- - 11 5O, - - 28 To 

It has been found that for a high value of 8,  the indenter slides over the specimen The 

maximum value of 8 at  which the experiments are carrled out is less than the value at u hich 

the shdlng occurs for a given radu of the specimen (R,) Further, to minlmlse the effect of 

friction copious amount of lubricant SAE 20130 was appl~ed to the indenter as nell as to 

the specimen 

4 4 Results and Discussion 

Figures 4 6 and 4 7 show the variation of mean pressure ( estimates using the recorded load 
P - displacement h graph ) with loaci The mean pressure decreases n i th  increasing angle 
of contact ( 8 )  and increases with lncreaslng radius of the model asper~tv (R,) lfThen all the 

test data are summarlsed and plotted as a function of R, cos2 0 / (R, + R,), then figure 4 8 

shows the experimental results to fall roughlv on a stralght h e  This vallaates equatlon 4 8 
and rndicates that it can be used t o  estimate flat surface hardness b~ decon\olutinq the 

mean pressure measured at anv locations of a spherical surface Figure 4 8 further pro\ldcb 
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Figure 4 7 Variation of hardness wlth load a t  0 = 0' for different asperity radil (R,), 
8mm, 0 12 5 mm, o 25 mm, x flat surface 

a support for the approach used here to model the geometr~c effect of surface roughness on 

hardness measurement Some of the implications of present findmgs especiall~ for nano- 

indentation results are discussed below It  is assumed that the asperltv profiles are spherical 

and the contact (of the indenter) IS always w ~ t h  a s~ngle asperity 

For a rough surface the summlt cu r~a tu re  of asperities has a Gausslan probabillt~ 

dlstr~bution [I071 4n  un~form probability dlstributlon could be associated with B Glr pn 

these distributions ~t should be possible to  use equation 4 8 to obtaln the evpected scatter 

m nano-indentation due to  geometnc variations alone I t  IS l ihe l~  that  the Lunature itself 

varies from tlp to base of an asperltl Such Ianatlon 1vd1 also affect the ndture of the scatter 

This is further explored in chapter 5 

The distribution of radlus of cur~ature  however depends on the scale used to mahe the 
roughness measurement [88] This notion leads to a surface architerture which IS perhaps 

~llustrated in its simplest form b\ Lchard (31 Archard's two dimensional architecture 

validated atleast in principle by a later discovery of the fractal nature of rough surface 161) 

consists of uniform spher~cal asperltles earning asperities of smallcr radius (Flgurc 4 1) 



Figure 4 8 Plot of hardness versus R, cos2 0 / ( R, + R, ), 0 experimental, - eqn(8) 

This hierarchy progresses till the asperity radius becomes zero Let a nano-indentation test 

be carried out on such a surface such that the total penetration never evceeds the he~ght 

of the asperity with the largest radius Contact is first established with the asperitv of the 

smallest radius, wh~ch a t  this stage can be considered to be a semi-infinite half space since 

the contact area is much smaller compared to the radrus 4s per the present findings the 

mean pressure recorded at  thrs stage 1s the lowest As the penetration proceeds well into the 

asperitv the semi-infinite nature of the configuration breaks down and the mean pressure 

becomes increasinglv influenced b\ the lower level of asperit\ in the hierarch\ n hich has a 

larger radlus The mean pressure starts to Increase accordingIv 

Figure 4 9 shows that for a spherical section of 12 5 mm radrus and 6 mm maxlmum 

height, the mean pressure does not change a great deal from that corresponding to the 

12 5 mm maximum herght section up to a penetratron of 2 mm The mean pressure increases 

beyond this penetration steadily, w ~ t h  increasing d~splacement 

This indicates that for the model of rough surface cons~derea here, the semi infinite 

nature of an indented asperity is lost when the penetratron evceeds about one-third the 
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Figure 4 9 Effect of asperlty helght ( h ) on the hardness, R,, = 12 5mm o--o h = Ra, 
0-4 h = R,/2 

asperth height Beyond thls penetratlon, the mean pressure rises w ~ t h  penetratron and 1s 

likely to become asvmptotic to that corresponding to the nevt higher asperit? radius when thc 

penetration exceeds the top asperit\ height For an Ideal surface where the asperitv radius 

may van from zero to infinitv in mfinlte number of steps one may therefore expect a mean 

pressure cune  to ascent smoothly w ~ t h  load to become asvmptotic to  the fiat surface hardness 

rvhlch of course corresponds to the mean pressure of an asperit\ of infinlte radius Therefore 

the nano-mdentation of a rough surface should weld a hardness us load or prnetration 

character~stlc T$ hlch has a positive slope, in the absence of 

1 ant slstematic variation in mechanical propert\ In the near surface reglon and 

2 ant error in displacement measurement 

For the slope to be negatire the contact has to be conformal rvith a negatne radlus of runa-  

ture As this 1s not possible, the negatlve slope generallv (761 recorded in nano-lndentatlon 

tests must be due to genulne vanations of rnechanrcal propert\ and m&erial structurr in the 

near surface region 
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Known the area fu~ctlon, the ae s s  vs load/penetration charactenstic 1s derived 
from the recorded load-displacement daca The area function is generally a quadratic [76], 

[77] in penetration (h)  Any error in the estimation of this function, introduces large error 

in the estimat~on of hardness [30] 
To study this, a defect was introduced in the present spherical indenter by pressing 

it aganst a hard surface This created a flat, situated at 0 18 mm from the tip along the 

the indenter m s  Indentation experiments were carried out as before but hardness was 

estunated using equatlon 4 9 

0 
0 20 40 60 80 

Load [KN] 

Figure 4 10 Hardness estlmated usmg a defective indenter R, = 12 5mm R, = 12  5mm 
0-0 spherical Indenter 0-0 defective spherical indenter, ha1 lng a flat face normdl to the 
Indentation axis at 0 18 rnm from tip 

Figure 4 10 shows the hardness values obtained using the defective indenter dong 

with hardness obtained using the spherical indenter The slope of the hardr ss-penetration 

characteristics for a defectne indenter IS negative for loads greater than 5 hU Such trends 

have been reported bv Monso et a1 [2] 
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The actual area function for the defective indenter is 

Equatlon 4 6, w h d  has been used to obtun hardness, can be obtained from this 

equation by replacing h by (h - he) Thls means equation 4 6 corresponds to a s~tuation 

where the penetration depth 1s underestimated by he Thus any underestimation in depth 
measurement will result in increased hardness at lower loads 

In nano-indentation tests there 1s always a strong possibility for the penetration to be 

underestimated This may be due to  the blunting of the indenter tlp or error committed 

in the establishment of point of contact The contact point is detected [65] later than the 
actual contact due to a finite resolution of the measuring system and noise T h ~ s  leads 
to the projected area bemg underestimated For a measured displacement of h the load 

corresponding to a displacement underestimation of he is, 

where k is a constant related to the indenter geometry Noting that the estimated projected 

area of contact is A(h) = kh2, the hardness is 

where C1 Cz, C3 are constants What mav be of some concern IS that such trends brought 

about bt inevitable artifacts mav be \erv s~milar to the genuine trends In me~hanlcal propern 
with penetration [76] There ma\ thus be srtuations nhere it .ti11 be impossib~e to separaTe 

the artifacts from the genuine trends Tbrs points to the inherent weakness ot using hardness 

as a measure of mechanical response of surfaces and near surface zones of sollds 

1 Hardness emmated from indentation of a spherrcal bod\ b\ a spherical Indenter in- 

creases with the radius of the body and banes nith locatlon of c ontact 



Known the contact location and radius of curvature it 1s possible to use a simple 

geometric model to deconvolute the flat surface hardness 

In nano-mdentatlon where penetration depths are of the same order as the roughness 

dimensions, roughness in the absence of any error in displacement measurement and 

any variation in mechanical property wlth penetration, effects a scatter and may be 
responsible for a positwe slope in the hardness-penetration characteristics 

In nano-mdentat~on where an error In displacement measurement may be of the same 

order the displacement itself any underest~mation of penetration leads to a negative 

slope in the hardness-penetration characteristics 



Chapter 5 

Multiple Asperity Contacts in 
Indentation 

When the indenter tlp radius is considerably large compared to the asperity radius, as when 

the penetration depth is much smaller than the surface roughness, then the contact can no 

longer be said to  be that of a single asperity This corresponds to R, << R, in the analysis 

of chapter 4 Multiple asperity contacts are d~fficult to  analyse analytically 

The problem of the contact of elastic bodies whose nominally flat surface has one 

dimensional wave of small amplitude has been solved by Westergaard [I061 uslng complex 

variable met hod Asymptotic solutions for contact of two-dimensional flat surfaces has 5een 

obtained by Johnson e t  at [47] The elastic contact of a sphere on a gaussian rough surface 

was first analysed by Greenwood and Tripp [39] It was found that though the contact 

never takes place over a circular area, an effectwe contact radius can be defined, which at  

higher load approaches the Hertzian radius These analyses gnes the contact pressures and 

the area The stress distribution in the half-space is important to understand the plastlc 

deformation 

Mann and Farris [63] have numerically found the sub-surface stress distribution for the 

contact of a rigd cylindrical indenter on an elastlc half-space of regular CJ lindrical asperities 

neglectmg the interaction of asperities Rajendra Kumar and Biswas [50] have used complex 
vanable method to formulate the same problem with the asperity-asperit\ interaction The\ 

found that depending upon the geometry of the asperities, the first yield can either occur at 
asperitj level or in bulb For a gwen asperity radius, the maximum shear stress will occur 
in subsurface rather than In aspenties when the asperity pitch is hlgher Since In nano- 

indentation, the aim is to get the deformat~on properties of the sub-surface rather than the 

properties of the asperities, the surface has to be polished such that asperities have h~gher 

radius of curvature and are spaced far apart 
It is not always possible to pohsh the surface to the requ~red smoothness 4s noted in 
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chapter 4, i t  1s difficult to reduce the roughness of wavelengths less than 1 pm Due to the 

presence of atomic scale roughness, the assurnptlon that the asperities can be considered a s  

smooth spheres/cylinders 1s questionable 

A numerical method of analysmg the elastlc-plastic contact of a n g d  indenter with a 

rough surface is developed m thls chapter The rough surface IS simulated using a fractal 
functlon to characterlse the roughness wavelengths that affect the nano-indentation The 
scatter arlsing due to surface roughness 1s studled through numerical simulation 

5 1 Simulation 

5 1 1 Rough Surface 

Conventionally, the undulations of a surface about ~ t s  mean plan IS assumed to be a random 

process and the surface is characterlsed by statistical parameters such as variances of helght 

slope and the curvature [loo] The various rough surface contact analvses whether ~t 1s 

elastic [40] or plastlc [72, 851 or elasto-plastic [35] use these parameters for modelling the 

rough surface 
It  has been found that the variances of the slopes and curvature of the rough surface 

depend stronglv on the dlstance between the points at which the surface is sampled [991 2 

the horrzontal resolution of the profilometer Sayles and Thomas [88] h a ~ e  established that  

the surface topographv 1s a non-statlonary random process for which the variance of the 

helghts is related to the length of the sample and that the poner spectrum follon a po~ier 
law for several decades of the watelength of the roughness Thus the statistical paramrtcrs 

used In modelling depends on the scan length and the hor~zontal resolution 

The fractal slrnulatlon [62] of the rough surface overcomes this problem b\ using a 

scale-rnvanant parameter - fractal dimenslon(D) The measures ( 11) such as length area 

3r volume of an object IS obtained as a sum of respectne small units ( E  c 2  c3) in Euclidean 
Zeometrv as 

M = CcD 
,vhere D is an Integer Generalislng this concept the fractal Geometr~ IS obtalned In wnich D 

:an take non-mteger values and 1s defined as H~dusdorff dimension or the fractal dlmcnsion 
;'or a curve the lalue of D would he between 1 and 3 The fractal d~menslon gi\w the  

nformatlon about how much the zrea filling the curie IS or the amount or cringiness In the  

urve 



The Weierstrass-Mandelbrot function [8] is gven by 

wrth D as the fractal dimension, and q5 can be chosen to make Z(s) either deterministic 

or stochastic For a deterministic function 4 can be chosen as q5 = pn This function is 
continuous, non-drfferentiable and obeys the self-affine scaling law, 

With /I = 0 the real part of this function can be used to represent the height variation Z(u) 
of an isotropic and homogeneous rough surface in any arbitrary direction, along a straight 

line as [62], 
00 cos(2nynx) 

Z(x) = G ( ~ - ' )  C 
y ( w n  

, l < D < 2 ,  y > l  
n=nl 

(5 1) 

In this G is a scaling contact, D is the fractal dimension of the profile and y = 1 / X  is the 
frequency mode correspondmg to the reciprocal of the wavelength (A) of the r-~ghness m d  

nl is the lower cut off frequency of the profile which depends on the length of the s a l r d ~  (L) 
through the relation nl = 1/L, y is chosen to be 1 5 for phase randomi~ation and high 
spectral densitt 

This function has a power spectrum which can be approximated b~ a continuous spec- 

Thus the slope of the power spectrum in log-log plot gives the fractal dimension D The 

constant G is a characteristic length scale of a surface whim is invanant nith respect to the 

roughness frequencl and determines the positlon of the spectrum along the poner a m  This 
constant 1s related to the narameter topothesk introaucea b~ Sables and Thomas 1581 

The equation 5 1 can be used to  simulate the rougrness profile along a line The 

values of G and D to be used In the simulation can be obtaired from the power spectrum of 
a measured profile Figure 5 1 shons the simulated profile ana the dctual profile mcasurcd 

on a polished metal surface using an atomlc force microscope 



easured w ~ t h  AFM 

gure 5 1 Roughness profile of a pollshed surfdce compmxl w ~ t h  tlic smiulat t ( 1  1)1c.,hlc 

1 2 Surface Simulation 

spectra of the profiles measured along a line, do not contain complete info~rilatlon al)o~it 

surface, as the stylus of the profilometer rides over the shoulders of the aspcrit~cs tlid 

ly goes over the summit or into the deepest valley For isotropic surfac~s,  N a j  ak 17.21 has 

blished the relation between the spectrum of a surface and its profile along an ar b ~ t r a ~  1 

ction For the profile with a spectrum given by equat~on 5 2, surface spectr urn 1021 15 

a equation of the surface with this spectrum is 

h 
2n 

(ln 7 )  (5 - 2 0 )  (7 - 2 0 )  1 B - B 
0 



and 

A value of 1 5 is chosen for D, giving the fractal dimension of the surface as 

which corresponds to a brownian surface [61] The function g(a) is mtroduced to randomise 

the phases such that for each value of y, the profile along x has different phases [62] 

32 x 32 gr~d over 250 x 250 nm 

Figure 5 2 Simulated fractal surface 

The summation to  infin~ty is cut off at a higher index The indices are chosen to be 

34 & 52 respecti~elv, such that the roughness IS simulated in the same length scale as the 

physlcal phenomena - the indentation to be studied The surface is simulated bv evaludt~ng 
the equation 5 3 oser a grld of 128 x 128 un~rormly spaced polnts F~gure  5 2 shows a part 

of the simulated surface 



Figure 5 3 Schematic of the indenter configurat~on on a fractal surface 

5 1 2 Indenter 

The geometry of the indenter used IS shown in figure 5 3 The haif cone angle ( a )  and the 

tip radlus of cunature (I&) are vaned to get the different area function The surface of the 

indenter 2, is generated over the same set of grid polnts as the simulated rough surface The 

axis of the indenter is varied randomly over the K-y plane, withxn the lpm x lpm simulated 

surface 25 such random Indentations are carried out for a gnen indenter parameters a, and 

R, 

The smooth indenter rs brought Into contact nrth the slmulaced surface and the real contact 

area IS obtained For this, first the sum surface [35] is found using 

Z, gnes the difference in height between the indenter 2, and the rough surface 2 (F~gure a 3) 
The contact area for a particular penetration (h) of the indenter Into the rough 3urfac.c is 
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he contour of the sum surface for the value of 2, equal to d The contours were obtained 

sing a standard algorithm t k t  uses h e a r  interpolation for the 2, values in between the 

,nd points 

Figure 5 4 Actual contact area of a conical indenter on a fractal surface 

4 t>pical real contact area is shown for two penetrations as shown in figure 5 4 There 

are two tvpes of islands that can be identified In thls figure One is the island of contact area 

surrounded b, region that is not in contact and the other IS the hollow island surrounded 

bv contact region These two types are differentiated bv comparing the ,--values of a point 

inside the contour with that of a point outside the contour The algorithm [91] for finding 

out whether a polnt IS inside or outside a closed cune  IS based on the Dropern that a line 

joining a polnt rnside a closed curve with a point outsrde has to intersect tbe cup e an  odd 

number of times The area 4 of these contact Islands 1s founa bv numerical integration 

emploving the trapezoidal rule 



indentation of a soft rough surface by a smooth and hard indenter is equlcalent to the 

etration of a soft, smooth and flat surface bj  a set of hard asperities [97] From the 
ume and the area of a contact island, the spherical cavlty model [46] IS used to estimate 

mean pressure (a) actmg over the contact rsland as, 

ere E is the Young's modulus, Y 1s the yield strength and v is the Poisson's ratlo of the 

iterial bemg indented tan ,f3 is obtained by equating the volume of the contact island to 

3;t of a cone of attack angle P ,  whose base area is equal to  the contact area of the Island It 
assumed that the ~ndenter deformation is negligible The upper limit to  this mean pressure 

set by the condition of fully plastic deformatron Thus the load supported by each island 

here A, is the contact area of the indwrdual islands The total load IS obtained b~ summing 

3 the lndivldual load supported bv all the islands for a glven penetratlon 
The hardness IS then obtained bv dlviding this load w ~ t h  the apparent area function 

3talned from the area functlon of the indenter The area functlon for a gnen indenter 

ornetrc IS computed usmg the same routine but by lettmg the indentation be done on a 

lane surface The reference from wh~ch the penetration depth IS measured to get the area 

an be obtamed In two different wavs One IS to set zero to the inltlal contact point of the 

zdenter with the rough surface Thls stimulates a depth sensmg indentation experiment 

11th ideallv infin~te measurement resolution The other 1s to  set the zero to the mean plane 

~f the rough surface This stlrnulates the imagmg tvpe of nano-inaentation evperlments [Ill  

rhe area function for a gnen indenter geometrc 1s computed usmg the same routine but bv 

ettlng the inaentatlon be done on a smooth flat surface 
The ~ndentatron was carrred out at  25 random locations on the simulated surface and 

he load was out for 11 differeqt penetratlon dep~hs  at a glven location The rms 

roughness (h,) of the irdented surface is varied by varying the rnagnlficatlon constant G 
m equation 5 3 (611 b different rough surfaces wlth h, ranglng from 0 62 nrn to 2 16 nm 

were generated for the lcdentat on To introduce the effect of the vaning materlal propern 

wlth the deformauon \oldme or t5e penetration d e ~ f h  the lelu strength 1 used in tht  



 tio on 5 4 to calculate the mean pressure is allowed to vary as 

h n = 1/3 ths would gve, for a comcal indenter, a flat surface hardness variation of 

e, 

ere Ho is the bulk hardness and q is a material constant 

The simplifying assumptions lnvolved m this model are 

1 There ~s no mteraction between asperities, that s, the load on an aspenty does not 
modify the geometry of other asperities 

2 The difference between the actual contact area of an asper~ty wlth the indenter and 

the geometrical intersecting area is neglected That rs the pile up and the elastic 
deformation of the asperity has been neglected The error introduced because of t h ~ s  

assumption is less than 20% [loo] 

The numerical values for the material properties used in this simulation are E = 208 GPa, 
o = l G P a a n d u =  0 3  

5 3 Results and Dlscusslon 

rhe simulation was carried out for 5 different tip radii and 6 different cone angles For each 
~f these 11 indenter geometries, 25 indentations are carried out with the axis of the indenter 

?ositloned randomly over the simulated rough surface For each indentation, the load was 

deterrn~ned for 11 penetration depths of the Indenter 

Figure 5 3 shows a tvp~cal hardness vs penetration graph for a tip radius of 0 1 micron 
and 60° cone It can be seen that the scatter in the hardness values Increases at the lower 
penetration 41so the mean hardness is found to Increase with decreasing penetration T h ~ s  

IS because of the reason that the penetration depth 1s measured from the mean square plane 
fitted to the rough surface It is interesting to observe that the mean hardness varies In 
a simllar wav as was expenmentally found by Oliver et  a1 [76] This variat~on of mean 

haraness for different condition is further detailed in chapter 6 

The magnitude of the scatter can be quantified by a non- dimensional parameter 
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F~gure  5 5 Varratlon of hardness wlth penetration 

where a is the standard deviation and M is the mean value of the hardness for a giren 

penetratlon depth For an ideally smooth surface this parameter will be identicall\ zero For 

the rough surfaces this Increases at  the lower penetration depths 

Figures 5 6 and 5 7 shows the lariation of S wlth the trp radius (4)  and the cone angle 

(a), for the case when the penetration is measured from the first contact and for the material 

whose deformation properties does not vary wrth depth/volume The scatter decreases n lth 

the increaslng tip radius and increaslng cone angle It can be seen that there 1s a mlnirnum 

penetration depth beyond whlch the scatter due to surface roughness is negligible 

In figure 5 8 the scatter is plotted against the penetrarlon (h )  normahsed mlth the 

rms roughness (h,), for an Indenter 1~1th the half angle (a )  or 60' The rms roughness IS 

obtained as 

It can be seen from the figure that the scatter is more for the case when harailess is obtainrd 

from the penetratlon depth measured from the first contact than when it is obtained from the 
depth measured from the mean reference plane Also the variarlon in the material propert\ 
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Figure 5 6 Variation of scatter with penetration for different tip radius 

has veq llttle znfluence m the scatter 

In Figure 5 9 the scatter obtained for all the indenter geometries 1s plotted against 

the apparent contact area measured on a plane passmg through the first contact point and 

parallel to the mean plane of the rough surface The scatter clearly follows a power lan 

This means that the nature of the scatter depends only on the surface geometry and not the 

indenter geometrv 

The geometrl of the rough surface is mainly determined bx ~ t s  power spectrum Bro~t  n 

and Scholz [21] observed that the power spectra of a variety of machmed surfaces coincide at 

hlgh frequencies Majumdar and Tlen [62] found that the power spectra at higher frequencies 

follow the power law of 
P(w) cx l/w2 

where P is the power of the saectral content with frequenc~ J The surface processing 

techniques reduce the amplitude a t  lower frequencies, and the spectrum of the processed 
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Flgure 5 7 Varlatlon of scatter with penetration for d~fferent cone angles 

surface has two dlstmct regions 

l / w k  for w < w, , k < 2  
1/w2 for w < w, 

w, is the corner frequencv [62] and depends on the length scale such as the nose radius in 

turnlng and grain size of grinding wheel etc , lnvolved in the processing method The size 

of the indentation in nano-indentation IS less than 1 micron and for most of the rnechanlcal 

processing methods the length scale is more than few mlcrons Thus the corner frequenc~ 

for most engineering surfaces w~l l  be greater than a rnlcron Hence, !\hen the length scale 

that affect the ph\ sical process is less than a micron, as is in nano-indentation, these surfaces 

would f o l l o ~  the inverse square law for the spectral denslty For a profile with a cut off length 

of 1 rnlcron or less the contrlbutlon from roughness wavelengths greater than 1 mlcron 1~111 

not affect the profile but will simplv change the mean value of the profile Thls is the reason 
w h ~  the sample length for the simulated surface was chosen to be 1 micron Slnce the 

geometric nature of the surface is not going to be affected, the nature of the scatter obtained 

in thls stud1 is applicable for ail surfaces For a gwen nomlnal contact area the amount of 
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F re 5 8 Vanation of scatter wrth normalrsed penetration for condrtions of indentation 

the scatter rn the hardness measurement due to  surface roughness alone can be directlv read 

from figure 5 9 The materral constants used In t h ~ s  srmulatron are typrcal of the metals 

5 4 Conclusions 

The scatter in hardness measurement decreases with increasing indenter angles and 

bluntness of the rndenter The scatter seems to depend on the nominal contact area 

rather than the exact geometry of the mdenter 

The lariation rn the deformation propertles of the material wrth exher the penetration 

depth or the deformation volume has verv lrttle effect on the scatter The scatter due 

to surface roughness 1s Independent of matenal propertles for non-stram hardening 

materral 

The scatter is affected bv the wav the area IS measured to obtaln the hardness Image 

senslng method gnes lesser scatter than the depth senslng method when there 1s no 

p11e up 
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Figure 5 9 Vanation of scatter with nominal contact area measured on the plane pbsing 
throilgh the first contact point 

4 If the Indenter geometry and the surface roughness In the correct length scale IS hnonn, 

the scatter arising as a result of varying local geometn can be quantified 



Chapter 6 

Effect of Surface oughness on 
Indentation 

6 1 Introduction 

The depth sensing hardness measured on the rough surface will be less than the bulk value, 

when the penetration is less than the asperity height (chapter 4) This is due to the o\er- 

estimation of the projected area, as the area function assumes an ideally fin+ ~rface The 
variables that contribute to  this are, 

1 the geometr~c nature of the rough surface, 

2 me indenter geometry, 

3 the posrtron of the reference plane on which the residual impression is projected to get 

the hardness and 

4 the actual variation in hardness with the penetration depth as in propertt gradient 

material or with deformatron volume, due to reduced defect concentration 

The effect of the simplest geometry of the rough surface and the rndenter was explored 
in chapter 4 Hoxeter the actual geometry of the rough surface is much more cornplrcated 

than the sphere \umerical s~rnulation method developed in chapter 5 provides a means 
of estimatmg the error due to a random non-stationarv rough surface The simulat~on can 

also take into cons~deration the other two variabIes (no 3 and 4 ) llsted above Giren the 

nature of rough surface indenter geometry and other variables, this simulation technique 

can determine the lariation in the measured hardness with penetration depth due to surface 
roughness alone 

The actual  ariat ti on that is obtamed experimentally as In figure 3 21 1s due to other 
factors (section 1 3) as well [65] The numerical simulation cannot take into consrderation all 



these factors If is d i ~ c u l t  to see how these factors will interact with each other like presence 

of an hard oxide laver The rnaln draw back of the numerical simulat~ons is that ~t fails to 

gve the intuitire feel which 1s lost in the maze of the numbers In this chapter a relat~on 
between the measured hardness and the penetration depth is arrived a t  by extrapolating the 

results obtained from the indentation of spheres (chapter 4) It is shown that this can be 
used to get more might  into the rndentation by extending t h s  relation to a case in which 

the material properties vary with the penetration depth/volume 

6 2 Theory 

The hardness obtamed from indentmg a spherical surface with a spherical indenter can be 

wntten as equation 4 8 [19], 
Ra C O S ~  0 

where H, is the hardness of the smooth flat surface and R, and Ra are the ,U ~f the indenter 

and asperity respectively The angle 0 is small, because of the presence of ne~ghbour~ng 

asperities It further has very little effect on measured hardness Bv evpand~ng the term 

w~thin t' - parenthesis and neglecting the higher order terms of 2 (assuming R, < Ra) the 
equation can be s~mplified to 

H R 

R, xaries continuouslv for an actual rough surface from zero to infinity as the indenter 

penetrates into the surface The exact relation between R, and the penetration depth h 

depends on the nature of the rough surface A general form of such a relatlon mav be 

where h, is a roughness parameter such as root mean square roughness with respect to 

which the penetration depth can be normalised K1 and m are the constants dependent on 

the geometric nature of the rough surface 
Thus 

aeiss [10S pointed out that the effect of roughness can be accounted for hl addlng 



an error term he m displacement This would gve, [lg] 

- 
= (1 f 9) for  spherzcal 

h 2 = (1 f )  for conzcal/pyramzdal 

where Ho ~s the bulk hardness and Af is the area function of the indenter Comparing 
this with equation 6 3 r t  IS clear that  for the assumed dependency of effective radius on 

penetration (equation 6 2), he is related to  some roughness parameter and the indenter 

geometry Accordingly we may write I 

and 

where k and n are parameters dependent on indenter geometry n for Welts's analysls is 1 

for a spherical indenter and 2 for a con~cal indenter 

6 3 Numerical Slrnulatlon 

The indentation of a rough surface is simulated using the method outllned in chapter 5 

Two different reference planes, on which the permanent mdent is projected to get t h  

for findmg out the hardness are used One is the mean plane of the rough surface and the 

other is a plane parallel to it but passing through the first contact point The first one 

simulates the hardness obtained bv the imagmg techniques [ll] The second one simulates 

a depth sensing Indentation with ideal depth resolution The reference plane in dn actual 

depth senslng experiment will lie In between these two evtreme cases and is determined 

bv the error inlolled in determining the contact pomt The rms roughness of the surface 

was ~ar ied  b~ chanqmg the scaling constant G (equation 5 1 5 3) S~mulations nere carried 

out for 3 d~fferent rms values ranging from 0 62 nrn to 2 16 nm These rms \slues nere 

obtained from the profile of the simulated surface with a sampling length of 1 pm The 

indenter geometn IS vaned from ideally sharp cone to sphere bv varbing the tip radlus R, 
(figure 5 3) from 0 to 1500 nm 

To take into consideration the genuine property var~ation simulations are also carrled 

for a materral 71th the assumed strength variation of 



With m = 1/3 this would gve, for a con~cal mdenter, a flat surface 

type, 
Hv = H o ( l  + 2 )  

where Ho is the bulk hardness and q is a mater~al constant 

6 4 Results andl Discussion 
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hardness variation of 

(6 7) 

Figure 6 1 Mean hardness variation wlth norrnalised penetration 

Flgure 5 5 (chapter 5)  shows the anation of hardness measured wlth the mean plane as 

reference wlth penetration obtained from the numer~cal s~mulation for a conical indenter 
($ = 60°) on a rough surface (h, = 1 446nm) The solid l~ne represents the xarlation in 

mean hardness This mean hardness normalised wlth the bulk hardness (H,) obtalned for 

different values of the roughness IS plotted in figure 6 1 against the penetratron normalised 

~ t h  the rms value (h,) of the simulated surface The data is for a material wlth no propert1 
vanation with depth/volume and for a indenter wlth the tip radius ( R )  of 10 nm It  ran 

be seen that the hardness obtalned from the mean plane is hlgher than that obtained from 
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the contact point This figure further brings out clearly the fact that  even for a material for 
~ h l c h  the bulk and the surface mechanical properties are the same, the hardness changes 

with penetration as long as the surface IS rough The data fits the equation 6 5 - plotted as 

the continuous hnes, remarkably well 

Table 6 1 The indenter related parameters k and n obtamed from numerical simulatlon 

Indenter tip 
radius R, nm 

1500 
500 
10 
0 

Table 6 1 pves the values of k and n obtained by fitting the equation 6 5 by least 

square method for different cases, on a material with no property variation The regression 

coefficient is found to be better than 0 95 It is seen that n is an integer ss ,) ,d~cted bv 
Weiss [I051 and the value of k is relatively insensltlve to Indenter radius I the parameter 
bemg primarih dependent on the Indenter shape It may be noted h re that k and n are 
not model (of the rough surface) specific and it is possible, gnen any measured real surface 
profile w ~ t h  proper resolution, to estimate the values of k and n by numerical simulatlon 

Thus the equation 6 5 can be used to determine the bulk hardness from the hardness 
measurements on the rough surface Thls equation will be of great use In determmng the 

hardness of thin films The hardness of thin films can onlc be obtamed, when the penetration 
depth is ~ e q  small When penetration is greater than one-tenth of the thickness of the film 
the substrate starts influencing the measurement The hardness measured graduall~ changes 
from the film xalue to the substrate value The surface roughness of the film is approuirnatel\ 
the same as the substrate whlch 1s usually polished (R, x 0 1 pm) Thus In order to 

determme the hardness of the film whose thickness 1s 1 rnlcron or less the penetration of the 
mdenter wxll be of same order as roughness 

Equation 6 3 can be used only when the materlal propert\ ~ a r i a t ~ o n  wlth depth/\olume 
IS negligible or non-euistent If the variation is considerable then as the strength of the asper- 

ities depends on them size and shape, there w~ll  be one further level of roughness aependcnce 
in the measured hardness In figure 6 2, the normallsed hardness for the materials n i th  m d  
without strength \anation is plotted against penetration for a indenter tlp radlus ( R , )  of 

Remarks 

spherical 
almost spherical 
almost conical 
conical 

H r / H ~  = - ($h,.) )n 

Ref Contact point 
k 

25 15 
23 78 
14 07 
13 29 

Ref Mean plane 
n 
1 
1 
2 
2 

k 
-2 2 1  
-2 28 
-4 92 
-5 66 

n 
1 
1 
2 
2 



- un~form hardness 
- Hardness varying 

"-, * 
-.. Mean plane reference 

First aspenty tlp reference 

Penetration depth (nm) 

Figure 6 2 Mean hardness variation with penetration 

10 nm on a rough surface of rms roughness of 1 45 nm The figure delineates the influence of 
the method of measurement and the actual propert) gradlent w ~ t h  depth on the measured 
hardness 

For a rough surface w ~ t h  a material propertv variation of type giren bv equation 6 6 

the effect of roughness can be introduced, by adding an error term he in the depth used to 

calculate the volume The equation 6 7 for a rough surface can be written as, 

Substituting for he from equation 6 4, thls can be written m a serles form for h > he as 

Neglecting higher order terms, 



and by substituting for H, from the equation 6 5, 

The first term in thls equation gves the hardness vanation due to roughness alone 

when there is no property variation with volume/depth The second term expresses the 
effect of property gradient in its Interaction with roughness on hardness Thls term comes 
about because the deformation volume in an asperity, for a gven penetration depth, changes 

with roughness This results In a change in the aggregate strength of the asperity The 
roughness thus alters the asperity-mse distribution of strength and geometric constraint 
Hardness which is a product of strength and constrant summed over the whole contact 
domain, changes with roughness When there is no property vanation with volume, cl is 
zero and this expression reduces to equation 6 5 When the roughness on the other hand is 
zero (h, = 0), then thls expression (equation 6 10) reduces to the smooth surface material 
property profile (equation 6 7) 

rms roughness 
- Equatlon 10 
r 0 62 nm 

1 1 1 n m  
0 1 45 nm 
x 1 72 nm 
A 1 95 nm 
0 2 16nm 

0 50 100 150 200 
Penetrat~on depth (nm) 

Flgure 6 3 Mean hardness variation for diRerent rouqness 

F l p r e  6 3 shows the variation of the mean hardness normalised w t t h i ~ ~ $ ~ ~  
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hardness (equation 6 5) as a function of the penetration depth and roughness, for a sharp 
conical indenter The continuous lines in the figure are drawn as per the equation 6 9 It IS 
seen that the vanatlon of hardness due to  the changmg roughness and penetration depth 1s 
described well by this equation Thus @ven the measured hardness, the indenter geometry 

related constants kl and n and the bulk hardness equation 6 10 can be used to  determine 
the material constant CI which gives the gradient of property m t h  depth 

H,= 0 8 GPa 

hr=75nm 

R,=30pm 

Flgure 6 4 Experimental hardness var~atlon corrected for surface roughness 

This anal~sls  can be used to obtaln the genuine variation In hardness from the exper- 
imental data measured on the rough surface The data In figure 3 24 has been corrected 

for the effect of surface roughness The data was obtamed bv mdenting work-hardened cop- 

per surface pollshed mechan~callv wlth a dlamond paste of a\erage dlamond size of 2 5 pm 

The rms value of such pollshed surface is 7 5 nm Thls IS obtained from a profile (fig- 

ure 5 1) measured usmg an atomic force microscopy over a sampling length of 10 pm alth 
a samplmg lntenal of 25 nm The conical d~amond indenter has a tip radius R, of about 

30 pm (figure 3 22) The measured hardness H, can be written for a general case as (from 
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equatron 6 8) 

Hm = Hr f (h  - he) (6 11) 

where f (h) 1s the unknown function giving the genuine variation of hardness with penetra- 

tion Since the tip radius of indenter (30 p m )  is large compared to the maximum penetration 

(w 2 ,urn), the flat surface hardness H, can be obtained from spherical 
(equation 5 4) 

Taking the values of k and n from table 6 1, Hr can be written for 

cavlty model as 

this indenter as 
(equation 6 5) 

Substituting the values of Youngs modulus (E = 123 GPa) and polsson ratio (v = 0 33), 

the funct~on f (h)  can be obtained 
In figure 6 4, the Hu/HT is plotted against h - he and gwes the corrected hardness 

variation w ~ t h  penetration The continuous line is the best fit of equation of type, 

The index m is verv close to 1, which glves the variation of type given by equation 6 7 

assumed for the numerical s~mulation 

The roughness of a surface affects the hardness estimated by a nano-indentation me- 

spectlre of IL hether the bulk and surface mechanical properties are the same 

The ef fec t~~e  radlus of the indented fractal surface increases in direct proportion to 

penetration and in inverse proportion to the rms roughness 

Known the Indenter geometry and the surface roughness a method has been de~el-  

oped to remove the effect of roughness on measured hardness using a simple algebraic 
equation This nil1 help to determine the genuine mechanical propern profilt of the 

surface region 



Chapter 7 

Conclusions 

The strength of the blister field that charactenses the stresses m an elastic-plastic mdenta- 
tron is obtained ab znztzo, using energy conservation principles I t  is found that this strength 
is proportional to (load)' ', and can be obtained as a function of the material properties and 
geometric configuration of the rigrd indenter The predicted strength values matches closely 

with the experimental values obtained from surface strain measurements This method 
combined with surface strain measurement in nanoindentation is expected to  help the un- 
derstanding of the mesoscopic material behaviour 

4 displacement controlled, depth sensing indenter capable of determining the mcchan 
ical properties of the materials by indenting them to the depths of few tens of nanometers 
has been designed, fabricated and tested The main emphasis of the design is to  account for 
the possible errors In the measurement by suitable post processing of data The desrgn uses 
flexure hinges to measure forces and to minimise the friction and hysterisis rn mechanical 

movements 
The error and the scatter ~ntroduced in hardness measurements due to the roughness of 

the surface on n hlch the indentation is carrred out, is characterised The standard del lation 

of the hardness measured on the rough surface, normalised with the mean hardness 

1 follows an Inverse power law w ~ t h  the nominal contact area 

2 is independent of the material property gradient 

3 is more for depth sensing method of hardness determination than the Imaging method 

4 can be quantified if the indenter geometry and the roughness at  the length scales 

comparable to  the penetration depths are known 

With decreasing penetratmn depths the hardness measured on the rough surface of a material 
with no propem gradlent decreases for the depth sensing mdentations and increases for 



-~ 
mdgng type of indentations The error introduces m hardness measured on a rough surface, 

can be expressed In terms of indenter and scrrs geometries The data obtained from depth 

sensing nanomdentat~ons caa be corrected for the effect of surface roughness 
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